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ABSTRACT
Content creators can experience negative feedback when sharing work on online platforms.
In this thesis, we define feedback written in an unnecessarily harsh tone as negative feed-
back. Content creators who receive negative feedback report lower levels of affective states
and generate lower quality work. In my thesis, I quantify the influences of negative feedback
and report results from three experiments testing novel techniques that aimed at mitigat-
ing these influences: self-directed coping activities, valence-based ordering of feedback, and
empathy arousal. In the first experiment, we investigate the efficacy of three coping ac-
tivities: self-affirmation, expressive writing, and distraction. Participants (N=480) revised
their essays after performing a coping activity. We find expressive writing encourages essay
revision, distraction improves affective states and perception of feedback provider, and self-
affirmation has no statistical effects on the outcome measures. In the second experiment,
we present feedback in a valence-based order. Participants (N=270) write a story and revise
it after receiving feedback in different valence orders. Our main result is that presenting
negative feedback last improves content creators’ affective states and perception of the feed-
back. In the third experiment, we explore ways to discourage users from generating negative
feedback. Participants (N=205) read a narrative about the content creators before provid-
ing feedback. We also explore how an ingroup framing in task instructions mediates the
effectiveness of narrative empathy. Our results show both narrative empathy and ingroup
framing increases feedback providers’ invested effort and the quality of the feedback. The
techniques investigated in these experiments are situated within a broader design space for
feedback exchange. We hope these techniques promote the generation of more constructive
and considerate feedback in online platforms, thereby helping content creators improve their
work and benefit from the feedback exchange process.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Online feedback collection platforms enable content creators to amass a wide range of
critiques quickly [1]. Such platforms are particularly useful for amateurs and novice content
creators who do not have extensive professional networks to seek feedback from. A common
problem is content creators receiving feedback with negative valence, which is a comment —
directed at either the work or the content creator themselves — written using an unnecessar-
ily negative tone (See Figure 1.1). We refer to this kind of feedback as negative feedback. For
example, when a novice content creator posts a web page design for feedback on a popular
online forum, one of the feedback providers wrote, “the design is so bad that no one wants to
criti[que it].” This problem is common on feedback collection platforms for various creative
design types, including graphic design, essay writing, web design, etc. This problem exists
in face-to-face settings but becomes more extensive online for two reasons. First, the mask
of anonymity allows more aggressive behavior on online platforms [2]. Second, anti-social
users are more active than average users [3, 4]. Moreover, negative feedback snowballs, since
exposure to negative feedback encourages users to generate more such content [5]. Exposure
to negative feedback encourages users to generate more such content [5]. Prior work shows
negative valence information substantially reduces people’s affective states [6] and erodes
their task performance [7, 8]. Also, the negativity masks constructive advice in the feedback
and dissuades content creators from making effective revisions. For these reasons, we envi-
sion a future where feedback exchange platforms utilize various mechanisms to encourage
constructive feedback generation and equip content creators with strategies and techniques
to minimize the unfavorable influences of receiving negative feedback.
1.1 EXISTING APPROACHES
Negative feedback is common online beyond feedback collection communities. It is not
difficult to find aggressive content when people discuss various socio-political topics. Plat-
form designers and researchers have taken different approaches to address this problem. To
examine existing approaches in a systematic fashion, here I propose a two-dimensional design
space to include existing solutions. The first dimension is who manages the process that
inhibits negative content generation. Within this dimension, the four key roles are content
creators, content receivers, administrators, and automated mechanisms on platforms. The
other dimension is at which step of the content generation process the approach controls
negative content. There are five steps determining: who provides content, how content is
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Figure 1.1: A content creator received the feedback below when seeking feedback on this
design advertising a photography service. The platform clearly stated the target audience
is amateur designers and encourage constructive feedback. It also employs human moder-
ators and rule-based algorithms to regulate community interactions. However, as this post
illustrated, content creators still receive negative feedback at times. The design and the
feedback was collected from Reddit.com in 02/2020. Personal contact information is masked
to protect privacy.
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composed, who receives content, how content is presented, and how content is consumed.
This 4x5 design space (see Table 1.1) describes existing approaches using a generic formula:
which key role enables an intervention at which step of the process to control negative con-
tent. For example, a community forum may rely on feedback providers to proactively report
malicious users in order to deter negative feedback by controlling who provides feedback;
platform administrators may filter contents based on user traits (e.g., age, expertise, per-
sonal preference, etc.) to control who receives content; automated mechanisms may use an

























































































Table 1.1: The proposed design space includes most existing approaches to control nega-
tive feedback. The Related Work section below will unpack each approach in detail. The
approaches proposed in my thesis are in bold.
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Generally, existing approaches follow the same philosophy: shielding users from consum-
ing negative feedback. This philosophy has two shortcomings. First, it adopts a strict
binary classification of all feedback, labeling each piece as either negative or non-negative
instead of treating feedback negativity as a spectrum. Based on the labeling, users either
receive the feedback or not. No middle ground exists, and both extremes are undesirable.
Censoring negative content in broad strokes may render the platform ineffective or even dys-
functional; being too lenient may impair the user experience of receiving feedback. Second,
community guidelines and instructions rely on the initiative of the feedback providers. Many
interventions become ineffective if users do not have strong motivations to help the content
creators. They may be reluctant to follow instructions, and some may ignore interventions
altogether. My proposed work fills this void, and we describe how our approaches address
these shortcomings in the following section.
1.2 PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
In my thesis, I developed and tested three novel techniques that complement existing
approaches to mitigate the impact and generation of negative feedback, without censoring
or inhibiting the exchange of constructive feedback. Specifically, I proposed a set of recipient
centered coping interventions and an algorithmic mechanism that ease the consumption of
negative feedback. I also devised two techniques that facilitate content generation and
encourage feedback providers to be more supportive and produce higher quality content.
In Chapter 4, we examine three theory-based coping activities: expressive writing, dis-
traction, self-affirmation. Participants (N=480) receive feedback sets with different balances
of neutral and negative valence content and revise their essays after performing the assigned
activity. We measure participants’ affective states, extents of revision, and their perceptions
of the feedback and its providers. We select these three activities because they correspond to
three general approaches people take in the face of ego-threatening information: fight, flight,
or self-affirm [29]. Prior work demonstrates these three activities have notable potentials
for increasing users’ resilience to negative valence information [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36].
To evaluate and compare these three coping activities, we conduct an online experiment
where participants write an essay on a complex social issue and revise their essay based on a
provided feedback set. We measure participants’ affective states and the extent of revisions
to quantify the impact of negative feedback and coping activities.
In Chapter 5, we explore whether more subtle changes to the existing feedback collection
process, such as presenting feedback in different orders, can alleviate this problem. Specif-
ically, we examine whether positive valence feedback could mitigate the influence of the
4
negative valence feedback in the collection. Besides the valence order factor, we include a
feedback source factor to analyze how it affects participant perceptions of the feedback and
interacts with the effects of manipulating the order of the feedback in the collection. We
conduct an online experiment where participants (N=270) write a children’s story and later
revise it based on a set of feedback. The task interface presents the feedback in different
valence orders together with source identity cues based on the experiment condition. To
evaluate the proposed mechanism, we measure participants’ affective states, perceptions of
the feedback and its source, revision extent, and story quality.
In Chapter 6, we examine the effectiveness of empathy arousal in inducing positive valence
feedback generation. Prior work shows a high level of empathetic feelings encourages users
to help people in distress [37]. Within the context of online feedback collection, the benefits
of empathy may translate into encouraging more considerate and more helpful feedback
(prosocial behavior ) and a stronger stance against negative feedback (antisocial behavior).
The experiment outcome also supports this hypothesis. Another factor we explore is an
ingroup framing of the task. People show a higher level of empathy towards ingroup members
[38]. In our work, we pair participants and offer them a group-based reward. Prior work finds
a temporary framing stimulates ingroup oriented behaviors [39]. In our study, we explore
whether such a framing stimulates a sense of in-group membership between the feedback
provider and the designer, which arouses empathy and leads to more prosocial behaviors.
As we report in the latter part of this thesis, the data analysis confirms in-group framing
could indeed increase feedback quality.
1.3 VISION AND A USE CASE SCENARIO
In an ideal world, content creators can always rely on motivated feedback providers for
constructive yet considerate advice. But, this is not always the case in reality. It is not
uncommon to see aggressive feedback on online platforms. Currently, content creators are
often left on their own to develop strategies to cope with these negative feedback. This
approach is undesirable for a few reasons. First, content creators experience emotional
distress in the process of developing these skills. Also, it may take years to become resilient
to negative feedback; and many content creators may never be able to cultivate enough
resilience. Novice content creators who have not faced negative feedback before may also be
discouraged from pursuing their interests in design. Unfortunately, novice content creators
are often more prone to negative feedback due to their lack of expertise and relatively low
quality of the shared work. Because of these shortcomings of the current approach, I proposed
a series of mechanisms that facilitate content creators to cope with negative feedback and
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reduce the likelihood of receiving such feedback at the same time. Below I illustrate how my
interventions achieve this goal in a use case scenario.
Imagine a novice and inexperienced content creator, who has just invested significant effort
into a graphic design that she feels very confident about, visits an online design community
seeking feedback. After she posted the design, a few community members find the post and
review the work. To affirm the members’ commitment to providing constructive feedback,
the platform labels the feedback provider and content creator as a team to shift feedback
providers’ mindset into a more collaborative one. Feedback providers also read a short
narrative of the design process of the work, which further aligns their perspective with one
of the content creators. After knowing more about the content creator and now regarding
her as a teammate, the community members became notably more motivated to help the
content creator by providing high quality feedback.
While most feedback is constructive, an uncooperative user ignores community guidelines
and proceeds to question the skills and motives of the content creator . The platform quickly
detects the negative feedback using off-the-shelf sentimental analysis algorithms. To dampen
the impact of the negative feedback, it changes how the feedback is presented and reveals
the negative feedback at the end, after presenting the pieces of feedback with more positive
sentiment. The affirmation from the positive feedback acts as a buffer against the negative
feedback. As a result, while the content creator still feels slightly distressed, reading the
constructive feedback significantly reduce the adverse effects of the negative.
As the content creator is still moderately distressed, the platform prompts her, in a post
after all collected feedback that is only visible to her, to revisit the earlier feedback and then
write down her thoughts and feelings at the moment. This short period of reflection helps
her to gain a deeper understanding of the feedback and leads to more improvement in the
revision.
This scenario envisions how all the techniques might integrated into a single feedback
collection experience. However, in practice, we would expect that platforms would implement
different subsets of these techniques.
1.4 CONTRIBUTIONS
My thesis proposes a set of solutions that control negative feedback from two new di-
rections: mitigating the influences of negative feedback on content creators and increasing
feedback providers’ intrinsic motivations. Specifically, my work makes the following contri-
butions:
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1. Examine three theory-based coping activities and provide empirical evidence on how
they mitigate the effects of negative feedback over different measures: Our results show
even a small amount of negativity has significant adverse effects on all the measures.
For the coping activities, we find that expressive writing encourages essay revision, dis-
traction improves affective states and feedback provider perception, and self-affirmation
has no significant effects on the measures. Our results contribute further empirical
knowledge of how negative valence feedback impacts content creators and how the
coping activities tested mitigate these effects. We also offer practical guidelines re-
garding when and how to use the activities tested in online feedback platforms. These
findings were published in CSCW 2018 [40].
2. Create a novel valence-based feedback ordering mechanism that mitigated the effects of
negative feedback: Our main result is that presenting negative feedback last improves
content creators’ affective states and their perception of the feedback set relative to
placing the negative feedback in other positions. This pattern stays consistent across
all feedback source conditions, including experts, peers, and anonymous source. The
work contributes a simple and novel way to order a set of feedback that improves
feedback receptivity. These findings were published in C&C 2017 [41].
3. Explore whether empathy arousal and ingroup framing can encourage feedback providers
to compose more friendly and higher quality feedback: our results showed that both
narrative based empathy arousal methods and ingroup framing interventions signif-
icantly increased the effort invested in feedback composition by 40% and the final
feedback quality by 30%. We also examined an empathy arousal method where the
content creator shares her past experience receiving negative feedback. Participants
who read this narrative report a significantly more disapproving stance towards neg-
ative feedback and are significantly more likely to intervene when negative feedback
occurred. These findings have been accepted at CSCW 2020 [42].
4. 4. Provide empirical evidence that negative information about the feedback provider
significantly lowers people’s perception of the feedback and its providers: We investi-
gate two information cues about feedback providers – the effort invested in a feedback
task and expertise in the domain. First, we test how positive and negative cues of
a provider’s effort and expertise affect the perceived quality of the feedback. Results
show both cues affect perceived quality, but primarily when the cues are negative. The
results also show that effort cues affect perceived quality as much as expertise. In a
second study, we explore the use of behavioral data for modeling effort for feedback
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tasks. For binary classification, the model achieves up to 92% accuracy relative to
human raters. This result validates the feasibility of implementing effort cues in crowd
services. These findings were published in CHI 2016 [43].
Overall, my thesis explores two new categories of interventions that address the prob-
lem of negative feedback: one category of interventions aimed at mitigating the impacts of
negative feedback over content creators. And the other category aimed at increasing feed-
back providers’ intrinsic motivations for writing constructive feedback. We believe these
techniques will progress toward a future where content creators at all skill levels are able
to improve their creative projects and skills by acquiring constructive feedback online and
being more resilient when the feedback is not.
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CHAPTER 2: RELATED WORK
In this chapter, we discuss related work for different mechanisms included in my thesis.
Section 2.1 discusses how we define negative feedback and what role feedback valence plays
in creative work; Section 2.2 describes existing approaches to control or mitigate negative
feedback; Section 2.3 explores state-of-the-art sentimental analysis algorithms that would
enable the mechanisms I propose in this thesis; Section 2.4 elaborates on the theoretical
bases of the coping activities in Chapter 4; Section 2.5 covers prior work regarding the use
of positive valence feedback and ways to convert feedback into more positive ones, which
relates to the feedback reordering mechanism in Chapter 5; Section 2.6 explains how em-
pathy arousal and ingroup framing may improve the user experience of feedback exchange,
providing a foundation for our approach in Chapter 6; lastly, section 2.7 covers the related
work for the preliminary study discussed in Chapter 3, explaining how information cues
influence users’ perception of feedback.
2.1 INFLUENCE OF NEGATIVE FEEDBACK
Content creators sometimes receive feedback delivered in an overly negative tone, which
we refer to as negative feedback in this dissertation. A piece of negative feedback can target
either the content creator himself, such as the example in Figure 1.1, where the feedback
is unnecessarily harsh in relation to the perceived experience of the content creator. The
negative feedback can also target the content of the design. For example, on a popular feed-
back exchange platform, a novice content creator seeking constructive feedback was told the
work is “terrible for a ton of different reasons” without receiving specific advice on improv-
ing . This negative feedback significantly reduces the content creators’ affective states and
the quality of the design solution [40]. This issue is not uncommon, as users with antiso-
cial tendencies disproportionately generate negative valence content [44, 45]. Furthermore,
negative feedback snowballs [46]. One piece of negative feedback can incite more people to
provide similar feedback. Due to the above-mentioned issues, feedback exchange platforms
frequently fail to deliver constructive feedback.
Researchers have explored various factors that influence feedback receptivity, including
granularity, modality, and timing [19, 47, 48]. For example, Sadler argues effective feedback
needs to address the discrepancy between the current performance level and the desired goal
[49]. Valence is another factor with a strong influence over content creators’ reactions to the
feedback received. Negative valence language threatens one’s ego and reduces feedback ef-
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fectiveness [50]. Positive language typically improves feedback reception, task performance,
and content creators’ affective states [27]. Zhu et al. show negative feedback discourages par-
ticipation in online production communities while positive feedback encourages participation
[51, 52].
2.2 EXISTING APPROACHES TO ADDRESS NEGATIVE FEEDBACK
Before discussing related work for each part of this thesis, we would like to describe how
prior work addresses the issue of negative feedback from various perspectives.
One perspective is to curb negative valence content by controlling its source, i.e., who has
the permission to provide feedback. In practice, many online platforms use blacklist/whitelist
maintained by users and moderators to control the feedback source. Prior work shows a small
group of online users with antisocial tendency generate more negative valence content than
users without such tendencies [44, 45]. To limit the influence of these users, platform de-
signers may attempt to block them from future participation [53]. Many online communities
rely on either centralized [54] or distributed moderation [9, 10] to identify users with such
characteristics. While centralized moderation holds a more consistent standard, distributed
moderation is easier to scale up. For both approaches, prior work shows such moderation
facilitates community interaction and helps to sustain growth [54]. Platform designers can
also implement reputation systems to assist community moderation. Users are less likely
to exhibit antisocial behaviors when the system logs malicious actions [55]. A reputation
system also makes it easier for moderators to identify users who habitually generate neg-
ative content. However, a recent study shows users with a benign feedback history may
also contribute negative feedback when experiencing negative moods or after exposure to
negative valence content [5]. Existing practices targeting users with antisocial behaviors are
less effective in these situations.
Another way to control negative feedback is by controlling how the feedback is composed.
Although content creators have limited control over this aspect, they can still set a bound
over how negative feedback can be by specifying the desired feedback type [15]. On the
feedback provider end, prior work uses rubrics [13] and model feedback [14] to encourage them
to provide high-quality feedback. One drawback of these interventions is their dependence
on users’ intrinsic motivations to provide good feedback and may be ineffective if users
choose to ignore the interventions. Platform designers can also build a scaffolding process to
strictly limit how feedback providers compose the feedback in order to reduce the potential
negativity of the content [15, 17]. However, such methods also sacrifice the potential depth
and usefulness of feedback at the same time.
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A third way to address the problem of negative feedback is to control who receives the
feedback. Online platforms can rely on central/distributed moderation [9, 10] and learning-
based filtering [21] to identify and block negative feedback. Alternatively, platforms can
also use tags to label content inappropriate for specific user groups, including under-age
group, inexperienced users within the community, etc. While such methods are common
for controlling negative content, so far, no prior research has used them to control negative
feedback.
Existing approaches also try to control negative feedback by specifying how the feedback
is presented. Prior work uses machine learning models to empower content creators to
select the type of feedback they want to review [23, 24]. Another method to control the
impact of negative feedback is via feedback aggregation, which creates a buffer between
the negativity in the feedback and the content creator [26]. While this approach succeeds
in preventing negative feedback from reaching the content generators, it only works when
there is a large volume of feedback available. Alternatively, platform designers and peer
feedback providers can also help to censor negative feedback before content creators read
it. Such moderation can be achieved either by distributed moderation [9, 10] or machine
learning-based classification methods [21].
At last, platforms can also use mechanisms to control how the negative content will be
consumed. Existing approaches tag specific topics, language style, and phrasing. Afterward,
content receivers could decide whether they want to consume certain tagged content or not.
2.3 REVIEW ON SENTIMENT ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
The coping activities and the feedback reordering mechanisms proposed in my thesis rely
on the support of off-the-shelf sentimental analysis algorithms. Platforms need to detect
negative feedback first so deploying mitigation systems will not impede normal feedback
exchange. Identifying one piece of negative feedback among all received ones enables valence-
based feedback order. Monitoring feedback negativity trends also help to indicate how
healthy community interactions are and gauge the need for mitigation methods. In this
section, we report the performance of the state-of-the-art sentimental analysis algorithms in
order to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed methods.
While traditional approaches have acquired satisfactory results on sentimental analysis,
recent advancement in deep learning has further increased the accuracy to a near-human
level. Traditional methods, including TFIDF based on bag-of-words [56], TFIDF based
on bag-of-n-grams, and word embedding [57], have reached 80∼90% accuracy as reported
in Zhang et al.’s work when identifying positive (rating 4 & 5 on a five-point scale) and
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negative (rating 1 & 2) Amazon product reviews [58]. Furthermore, recent deep learning-
based work has reached ∼98% accuracy for binary classification (positive vs. negative) of
restaurant reviews collected from Yelp.com [59, 60, 61, 62, 63]. While restaurant reviews
may be more objective than a critique on creative work and thus easier to identify the
dominant sentiments, recent work has also reached a satisfactory level of accuracy (∼96%)
for movie reviews, a form of design critique, with intense sentiments (ratings significantly
higher or lower than the average) [59, 64, 65, 66]. The results discussed here help to show
the off-the-shelf algorithms are effective enough for the proposed methods in our work.
While existing work has achieved satisfactory results with binary classification, sentimental
analysis at a higher granularity (five-class vs. binary) is much more challenging. State-of-
the-art algorithms could only achieve ∼70% accuracy for fine-grained five-class classification
on restaurant reviews [59, 60, 61, 62, 63]. For movie reviews, the task turns out to be more
challenging as the state-of-the-art algorithms could only achieve a ∼55% accuracy. Both the
coping activities and the feedback reordering mechanisms rely only on a binary classification
to function properly. However, a more accurate fine-grained classification may open doors to
other intervention mechanisms. Platform designers could rely on a fine-grained classification
to fine-tune the threshold for initiating coping activities, since the interventions may require
more effort from the feedback receivers. In addition, for feedback reordering, fine-grained
classification allows us to further examine the effect size of affirmation provided by the
feedback of different levels of positivity.
Another relevant problem in sentimental analysis is aspect-based analysis [67]. One piece
of feedback may have conflicting views on the same design, approving decisions on one aspect
while disagreeing with the ones on another. State-of-the-art algorithm has achieved decent
accuracy regarding aspect identification (F1 score 70∼80) and polarity detection (∼90%)
[60, 68, 69]. Being able to identify whether feedback from different sources converge upon
the same aspects allow us to gain more insights into the effectiveness of manipulations. It
remains as an open question for future study to explore, that whether affirmative feedback
needs to counter the negative feedback on the same aspects to be effective, or whether
convergence on the same aspects may lead to larger effect sizes.
2.4 THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS OF THE COPING ACTIVITIES
In this section, we discuss the theoretical foundations for the coping activities in Chapter




Prior work shows self-affirmation is an effective ego-protection mechanism [31, 70]. Facing
information that threatens self-integrity, people are more likely to react defensively and
become less receptive [31]. Affirming people’s self-worth before exposure to ego-threatening
information deters them from taking defensive measures [30]. The affirmation on people’s
core values serves as a buffer against the information that threatens the perceived integrity
of the self. Prior work shows self-affirmation reduces resistance to disconfirming evidence in
social-political discussions [71], negative valence health-risk information [72, 73], and critical
feedback on a public speaking task [74]. In online feedback collection, the affirmation of core
values may neutralize the effects of negative feedback. In Chapter 4, we hypothesize self-
affirmation can help participants to preserve their self-worth in the face of negative feedback
and maintain positive affective states. At the same time, self-affirmed participants may stay
receptive to the constructive critiques despite the negative tone of the feedback.
2.4.2 Expressive Writing
In expressive writing, people recognize their current emotional states and express them
in written form [75]. The activity allows people to cope with stress by reexamining and
reinterpreting their experiences via writing [76]. Prior work reports expressive writing re-
duces students’ anxiety level during exams for high test anxious students [77]. On the other
hand, writing helps students to reflect on the feedback they received and increases task
performance [78]. Feedback evokes content creators to reflect on their design, and the writ-
ing process facilitates a deeper level of contemplation. In our work, we hypothesize that
expressive writing can help participants recognize and process their emotions and lead to
more positive affective states after they read the negative feedback. Meanwhile, the writing
process may also stimulate participants to reexamine the feedback and gain insight.
2.4.3 Distraction Intervention
Distraction can attenuate depressive moods [79] and relieve anxiety [80]. It is a common
coping strategy that people frequently initiate to abstain from brooding over existing prob-
lems. Focusing on neutral or pleasant tasks occupies people’s cognitive load and stops them
from rumination. Distraction may help content creators recover from emotional discomfort
and increase creativity [81]. In addition, a short duration of mind wandering facilitates
creative problem solving [36]. Thoughts generated during the distraction may help people
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to view the existing problem from a new angle. In an online feedback collection process,
performing an unrelated task could stop people from ruminating over the negative feedback
and improve their affective states. The distraction may also stimulate creative thoughts and
lead to higher quality revision.
2.5 THE IMPACTS OF POSITIVE VALENCE FEEDBACK AND FEEDBACK
SOURCE IDENTITIES
In this section, we discuss prior work regarding how positive valence content and source
identities affect feedback consumption. These prior studies serve as a foundation for the
proposed feedback reordering mechanism in Chapter 5.
2.5.1 Using Positive Valence Feedback as a Buffer
Feedback valence is particularly important for creative tasks. Positive affective state,
which can be affected by feedback, relates to improved creativity [81, 82, 83]. Researchers
have explored workflows that utilize the effects of positive valence in creative work. Nguyen
et al. modify the valence level of the feedback by inserting positive affective language at
the beginning of the text [27]. Such a positive language “wrapper” was shown to improve
feedback reception and writing quality. De Rooij & Jones show that displaying positive
feedback in real-time can encourage participants to generate more original ideas [84]. Prior
work has also explored how manipulating the valence of phrases within a single piece of
feedback influences content creators. One prior study shows that delivering negative feedback
with positive feedback framing increases its perceived usefulness and participants’ confidence
but does not affect participants’ performance on a repetitive physical task [85]. Prior work
has also shown that mitigating language increases participants’ receptivity to feedback and
their affective state [86, 87]. In contrast, our work explores the effects of valence ordering in
the context of multiple pieces of feedback and in the context of a creative writing task.
2.5.2 Source Identity’s Influences on Feedback Receptivity
Besides the valence of the feedback, we also study the identity of feedback providers in
Chapter 5, which is another common factor platform designers use to categorize feedback.
Online work marketplaces, such as UpWork, allow content creators to identify and collect
feedback from paid domain experts. Feedback from experts leads to greater improvement
in technical skills than self-assessment [88]. Prior work also finds content creators are more
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likely to accept feedback from experts because of their high perceived credibility [89]. On
the other hand, collecting feedback from peers is also gaining popularity among content
creators [90]. Although less experienced than experts, peers are typically more accessible
for feedback collection. Prior work also shows peers are more responsive and provide more
design suggestions in comparison with online design forums [1].
Besides expert and peer sources of feedback, in our work, we also explore an anonymous
condition, where no identity information about the source is given. Anonymity removes the
social interaction element in the feedback interpretation process. Prior work shows the lack of
social cues increases participants’ motivation, perceived ability, and task performance when
receiving computer-generated feedback [91]. Nguyen et al. show anonymity also increases
feedback acceptance [27]. Our study extends this corpus of prior research by testing how
feedback valence order interacts with different source identity cues.
2.6 EMPATHY AROUSAL METHODS AND THEIR INTERACTIONS WITH
INGROUP FRAMING
In this section, I discuss prior work on empathy arousal and how it affect prosocial be-
haviors. I also survey literature regarding in-group framing and how it mediates empathy
arousal in prior empirical studies. These works provide a foundation for the interventions
explored in Chapter 6.
2.6.1 Empathy-Inducing Narratives and Their Influences on Helping Behaviors
After exploring methods that mitigate the impacts of negative feedback in Chapter 4 &
5, including the coping activities and feedback reordering, the results indicate that it is
challenging to completely negate the influences of negative feedback. Thus, in Chapter 6, I
explore a new technique based on the theory of empathy arousal to encourage users to write
feedback with a more constructive tone. As we discussed earlier, prior research has explored
methods to reach this goal, but these methods sometimes fall short because of a lack of
intrinsic motivations from the feedback providers. Moreover, prior work shows much of the
aggressive content online is provided by ordinary users in negative affective states [5]. For
this type of users, empathy arousal may help them to develop the motivation to contribute
constructive content rather than venting. Therefore, we examine whether empathy arousal
may increase feedback providers’ intrinsic motivation.
Empathy is a vicarious response to others’ emotional states [92]. Prior work has explored
various empathy arousal methods [93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98]. One of the most common and
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more online-appropriate ways to elicit empathy is via narratives. Prior work shows habitual
fiction readers report a higher than average level of empathy [99]. Reading narratives also
has immediate effects on people’s empathy. Prior work shows reading a short narrative essay
can lead to higher empathy and higher prosocial behavior immediately after performing the
task [99, 100]. Empathy towards people in distress causes an emotional appraisal and leads
to prosocial behaviors [101]. While researchers haven’t reached a consensus regarding the
definition of empathy, most agree that it includes both a cognitive part and an affective part
[102, 103]. The former operates when people analyze the target’s experience and current
situation to deduce his emotions at the moment [102]; the later operates when people intu-
itively recognize the target’s emotions [102]. In our experiment, we plan to test whether two
types of narratives corresponding to these two aspects of empathy: negative experience and
design process.
For the negative experience narrative, participants review the design accompanied by a
narrative about the designer’s recollection of receiving negative feedback. Prior work shows
sharing unpleasant experience induces empathy and encourages helping behaviors [104].
Also, reading narratives about unpleasant experiences discourages people from inflicting
similar experiences to others and make them less tolerant about the offensive behaviors [105].
In our study, the negative experience narrative should encourage participants to perform
more helping behaviors, which is to provide more useful feedback in the context of feedback
collection, and increase their tendency to intervene when they observe offensive behaviors
from other users, such as providing negative feedback. In the design process condition, the
narrative includes a description of the goal of the design and a series of explained design
decisions made in the process. Prior work shows information about the protagonist of the
narrative, including their background, goal, and their journey so far, cultivates empathetic
feelings in the readers [106, 107, 108]. In our study, we try to frame the design process
in a similar way to arouse content creators’ empathy. The narrative describes the goal of
the design, along with how the designer planned to achieve it and his current progress. In
addition, the design process narrative also has the potential to increase the usefulness of the
feedback. Prior feedback theory argues a piece of feedback needs to accurately identify the
goal of the design, the current state of the design, and actionable advice to reach the goal, to
be constructive to the content creators [49]. The design process narrative helps the content
creators to judge these aspects of the design more accurately.
2.6.2 Interaction between Ingroup Framing and Empathy Arousal
Another intervention we examine in Chapter 6 is ingroup framing. Perceiving others as
ingroup members makes it easier for people to develop empathetic feelings and show proso-
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cial behaviors. Prior work shows people feel more empathetic and have stronger prosocial
tendencies towards ingroup members [109]. Empathy towards ingroup members may even
induce costly helping behaviors, such as choosing to endure physical pains for other people
[110]. Prior empirical studies also suggest people may show empathy only towards ingroup
members [38, 111]. In extreme cases, people may not only fail to feel empathy towards out-
group members but instead gain pleasure from the suffering of outgroup members who they
dislike [112]. Fortunately, such differences in attitudes are not immutable. Prior work shows
changes in social categorization influence group membership perception and the likelihood
of empathy arousal [113]. Researchers had also shown empathy arousal interventions could
be used to improve intergroup relationships [114]. In our study, we are less interested in the
difference between ingroup and outgroup members and would like to focus on using ingroup
framing to arouse empathy and increase the likelihood of prosocial behaviors. Prior work
argues group labeling and interdependent relationships foster a sense of group membership
[115]. Prior empirical study also demonstrates such interventions may stimulate participants
to view computer agents as their teammates [39]. In our study, we would like to test similar
interventions and their influences in feedback generation tasks.
2.7 HOW INFORMATION CUES INFLUENCE FEEDBACK PERCEPTION
In this section, I discuss prior work on factors that affect content creators’ evaluation of
the feedback received. This work serves as a foundation for the preliminary study.
2.7.1 Assessing Online Content
Relevant cues provided in the information environment can help users better judge credibil-
ity [116, 117], weigh conflicting views [118], make decisions [119], and prioritize suggestions.
An important and generalizable cue is the expertise of the content’s author. Researchers
have studied how this cue relates to content assessment [116, 117, 118]. For example, Liao
and Fu found that online comments showing indicators of high expertise were selected by
users for reading more often than comments without such indicators [118]. In a large-scale
study, Fogg et al. found that the presence of expertise cues related to more favorable percep-
tions of website credibility [116]. In our work, we are also interested in how expertise cues
affect the assessment of online content. However, our work tests the effects of expertise cues
for evaluating online design feedback, a unique type of content; how cues of the provider’s
expertise interact with cues of his or her effort for the assessments; and how these effects are
mediated by the intrinsic quality of the feedback.
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Researchers have also identified the need to consider the effort of the content’s author when
assessing its quality, especially for crowdsourced work [24]. For example, one crowdsourcing
study reported that up to 50% of the responses were of poor quality due in part to workers
not investing sufficient effort into the task [120]. Our work is the first to study how explicit
cues of effort affect the assessment of the quality of crowd work. Many other cues have also
been studied for assessing content online [17, 117, 118, 121], but our focus is on studying
the cues of effort and expertise in a crowdsourcing context.
2.7.2 Social Transparency in Online Work
Social transparency is defined as the availability of social meta-data surrounding infor-
mation exchange [122]. Receiving design feedback is one form of information exchange and
therefore it can be situated in the framework of social transparency. Though social trans-
parency points to many attributes of social meta-data, our work considers two: expertise and
effort. Expertise can be regarded as an attribute of identity transparency because it reflects
a person’s knowledge in the domain of interest. Effort can be regarded as an attribute of
content transparency because it relates to the provider’s behavior around the creation of
the feedback. We prioritized these two attributes because expertise has been shown to be
important for assessing online content [118] while effort has been described as being critical
for interpreting crowdsourced work [24].
Prior work indicates that increasing social transparency can improve the quality of crowd-
sourced work [123] and affect impressions of those who performed the work [17]. However,
the focus of these prior studies was to increase the transparency between crowd workers,
whereas we are increasing the transparency between a designer (requester) and the feedback
providers (workers) to help the designer better interpret their responses. We are also using
different transparency cues that are relevant to a design context.
2.7.3 Modeling Crowdsourced Work
There is growing interest in modeling the behavior of crowd workers for improved quality
control [23, 24], task pricing [124], and activity history [121], among others. For instance,
Rzeszotarski and Kittur have shown that behavioral traces of workers can be leveraged to
predict response quality [24]. The authors further showed that models of behavior could
be used to cluster workers who share similar patterns of work [23]. In contrast, part of our
work tests how well models of behavior can be used to predict perceived effort rather than
response quality. To determine a fair price for crowd work, Cheng and Bernstein leverage
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the objective performance data of workers to measure the intrinsic difficulty of a task and
use it to set the task’s price [124]. We are using the way workers perform a feedback task,
which is subjective and open-ended, to model the perceived effort invested by the worker
rather than the intrinsic difficulty of the task with the goal of helping designers better assess
the feedback. Researchers have also developed models of crowdsourced work for completing
work under budget or time constraints [125] or recommending tasks [126]. In contrast, our
focus is on using behavioral traces to model perceived effort and to study its impact on
judgments of the quality of crowd work.
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CHAPTER 3: PRELIMINARY STUDY
Crowd feedback services offer a new method for acquiring formative feedback during the
iterative design process [127]. The services utilize online crowds as a simulated audience
to collect, aggregate, and present their interpretation of design [14, 127, 128]. Relative to
soliciting feedback from peers and online communities, the benefits of these services include
the ability to acquire feedback on-demand without burning social capital or needing online
reputation [121], the integration of scaffolding to boost feedback quality [128], and access
to a diverse and scalable audience [127]. Crowd feedback services can be used to acquire
feedback on Web, product, and interaction designs, among other genres.
An empirical study of one representative service found that crowd feedback helps designers
improve their designs in an iterative process [15]. However, in that study and other work
[128], designers reported wanting to know more about the providers giving the feedback.
This information could be used for assessing the credibility of responses, weighing conflict-
ing viewpoints, and prioritizing suggestions. The problem is that existing crowd feedback
services only show the feedback, without any information about the providers. One key rea-
son is that there is little empirical knowledge about what information these services should
display.
In this section, we draw on social transparency theory to study how presenting two critical
cues about the providers – their effort and expertise – affect the perceived quality of their
feedback. In this chapter, effort is how much energy a provider invests in performing a
crowdsourced task. For example, for a design feedback task, effort may include how long
a provider views the design, length and number of revisions of the text, and the precision
of the annotation. Expertise refers to the level of domain knowledge. While expertise has
been studied for assessing online content [117, 118] and effort has been cited as critical
for assessing crowd work [24], our work synthesizes and investigates these two cues for
interpreting crowdsourced design feedback.
Our investigation of these cues consisted of two studies. In the first study, we generated
an authentic dataset of design feedback and asked human raters (N=2700) to review each
response and rate its perceived quality. In the rating interface, we manipulated a block of
text giving positive and negative cues of the effort and expertise of the feedback provider.
Results showed that both cues affect judgments of perceived quality relative to a baseline
condition (up to 21% difference), but mainly for the negative manipulations. Surprisingly,
we also found that indicating effort affects the perceived quality ratings as much as indicating
expertise.
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The results argue for implementing these cues in crowd feedback services, e.g., to help
designers interpret and differentiate the feedback. For expertise, system designers can choose
between several existing methods (e.g., [24, 129, 130]). However, implementing cues of effort
is challenging because it is a task-specific behavior, and there has been little research aimed
at measuring it for crowdsourced tasks.
Our second study therefore addressed this gap. We first collected behavioral traces of
providers performing three feedback tasks. Through a software tool that we developed,
human raters viewed replays of the workers performing the tasks and rated the perceived
effort. A novel aspect of our replay tool is that it masked the characters during text entry
to focus attention on the behavior rather than the content. Statistical models were built
to learn mappings from the behavioral data to the perceived effort ratings. For a binary
classification of effort, the models achieved 92% accuracy. This outcome demonstrates the
feasibility of implementing effort cues within feedback services and other crowd tasks.
3.1 STUDY ONE: METHODOLOGY
We first investigate how different information cues about the feedback providers influences
the reception of the feedback. Throughout the feedback collection process, content generators
receive various information, some positive and some negative, about the feedback providers.
In this preliminary study, we would like to examine how the two most common information
cues, i.e., effort and expertise, affects content generators’ perception of the feedback. The
study addresses two fundamental research questions:
• RQ1: How do explicit cues of a provider’s effort and expertise affect the perceived
quality of the feedback provided for a design?
• RQ2: How are the effects of these cues mediated by the intrinsic quality of the feed-
back?
There is a large space of potential cues (social activity, demographics, geography, etc.), but
we prioritized two to keep the study tractable. Expertise was included because it has been
shown to be important for assessing online content [118] and because designers have reported
wanting this cue for interpreting crowd feedback [15]. Effort was included because it has
been previously described as important for assessing the quality of crowdsourced responses
[24].
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Figure 3.1: The user interface for collecting authentic design feedback from the crowd.




To answer these questions, we conduct a full-factorial, between-subjects experiment. The
factors are Effort (High vs. Low vs. Not Given) x Expertise (High vs. Low vs. Not Given)
x Intrinsic Quality (low=1 to high=5), giving a 3x3x5 design. The experimental design and
manipulations draw from similar studies testing how informational cues affect judgments in
other domains (e.g. [55, 82, 106, 131]).
3.1.2 Design Feedback Dataset
For the experiment, we generated an authentic dataset of design feedback from feedback
providers and developed an intrinsic quality score for each response. The design was the
home page of a community college (http://parkland.edu). It was selected because its content
should be familiar to a general audience, it was not too complex, and there were many
opportunities for design improvements.
Feedback providers were recruited from Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk. A HIT was
posted asking the providers (workers) to inspect the page and describe how it could be
improved. The instructions also stated that feedback that was too short or vague would be
rejected. As shown in Figure 3.1, the feedback collection interface included a screen capture
of the page, an edit box for entering text, and a free-form ink tool (added via JavaScript) for
annotating image regions corresponding to the text. The ink tool supported multiple colors
and operations such as undo and clear. The interface was designed to simulate existing crowd
feedback services. Sixty pieces of feedback were collected, each from a different provider. A
provider received $0.50 (US) and was required to have a 95% prior approval rating.
Three judges with experience in HCI were recruited from our institution to review the
design and then rate the quality of each piece of feedback. The judges had no affiliation
with this research project. The rating was performed on a 5 point Likert scale from 1 (lowest
quality) to 5 (highest). For calibration, each judge first reviewed a sample of the feedback at
different quality levels based on our own analysis and was encouraged to use the full range
of the scale. A judge viewed the feedback online, one response at a time, and entered ratings
in an online spreadsheet shown on a second monitor. A judge could review the feedback and
modify the ratings until satisfied. Each judge completed the ratings in about one hour and
received $15 (US).
Once the ratings were collected, we averaged the three ratings for each feedback response
and rounded to give the final classification, or intrinsic quality score. On the scale of 1 to 5,
the distribution of the classifications was 16, 14, 16, 12, and 2 respectively. Krippendorff’s
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alpha, a measure of reliability for multiple raters and categories, was 0.71, which represents
good agreement [132]. The feedback with higher intrinsic quality scores typically had more
words (µ=633.0 for level 5 vs. µ=77.9 for level 1), suggested more improvements, and the
suggestions were more specific and actionable. One feedback response from each level of
intrinsic quality was randomly selected for the experiment. The feedback selected for the
study is shown in Figure 3.2.
3.1.3 Experiment Interface
The rating interface showed a feedback response, a block of text about the feedback
provider, and interaction for rating the perceived quality of the feedback. Perceived quality
was rated on a scale from 1 (low) to 5 (high). See Figure 3.3.
The cues for effort and expertise are manipulated in the block of text, and follow a similar
linguistic pattern. For expertise, the pattern is: “It is known that the person who left the
feedback has $LEVEL knowledge of design.” Effort follows a similar pattern: “It is known
that the person who left the feedback invested $LEVEL effort to develop the feedback”.
$LEVEL is replaced with “minimal” and “significant” in the respective conditions. For
example, if Low Effort is crossed with High Expertise, the block of text will read: “It is
known that the person who left the feedback invested minimal effort to develop the feedback.
It is also known that the person who left the feedback has significant knowledge of design.”
For a Not Given condition, the respective sentence is not included. The block of text is a
manipulation in the experiment and is not related to the provider who actually leaves the
feedback. The blocks of text for each level of effort and expertise are then replicated for the
feedback representing the five levels of intrinsic quality. All 45 conditions are constructed a
priori. When neither sentence is provided (i.e. effort not given and expertise not given), the
participant only sees the feedback and the instructions for rating it, thereby serving as the
baseline condition for the feedback at each level of intrinsic quality.
3.1.4 Participants
Participants (N=2700) are recruited from Mechanical Turk. Participants reside in the US
(84.1%), India (12.1%), and 46 other countries (3.8%). We do not anticipate age or gender
effects, and therefore do not collect this demographic data to minimize privacy concerns and
to reduce the overall length of the task (HIT).
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Figure 3.2: The authentic design feedback sampled at each level of intrinsic quality for Study
1. Some text in the top row (IQ 5) was omitted for brevity. Participants rated the perceived
quality of the feedback with manipulations of the effort and expertise of the provider who
supposedly left each response.
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Figure 3.3: The interface for rating the perceived quality of the design feedback. It shows a




Upon accepting the task, the participant is randomly assigned to one of the 45 conditions.
Each condition is shown using the experiment interface previously described. The partic-
ipant is instructed to review the feedback response for the design and rate its perceived
quality (1 to 5). The manipulation of the text about the provider is integrated into the
rating request, which is displayed below the design feedback and general task instructions.
Participants therefore read the manipulation about the provider after viewing the feedback,
but before rating it. Based on pilot testing, this placement achieves high likelihood that
the manipulation is read. A participant receives $0.35 (US) for performing the task. It is
configured to require 95% prior approval and to allow workers to only participate once. The
batch is posted on AMT from June 29th to July 13th, 2015.
3.2 STUDY ONE: RESULTS
We collect 3,081 ratings and discard 381 redundant or corrupted ones due to technical
issues. This leaves 2700 ratings for analysis, 60 per condition. The perceived quality rat-
ings are shown in Figure 3.4 clustered by each level of intrinsic quality. The ratings are
analyzed using a 3-way ANOVA with Effort, Expertise, and Intrinsic quality as factors.
Bonferroni corrections are applied to pairwise comparisons to control for family-wise error.
The statistical results are summarized in Table 3.1.
Results show an interaction effect between effort and expertise. Relative to the mean
of the five baseline conditions (µ=3.49), signaling low effort regardless of expertise lowers
the mean rating of perceived quality (µ=2.97, p<0.001). Signaling low expertise regardless
of effort also lowers the mean rating (µ=2.97, p<0.001). However, when these cues are
combined, the ratings of perceived quality are the lowest (µ=2.74, p<0.001). In this case,
the perceived quality of the feedback is reduced by 21% relative to the mean of the baselines.
This pattern is consistent for the feedback at each level of intrinsic quality (see Figure 3.5)
and is further supported by the lack of a three-way interaction.
Interestingly, the mean of the Low Effort / No Expertise Given condition (µ=2.89) is lower
than the No Effort Given / Low Expertise condition (µ=2.99, p<0.001). Knowing that a
feedback provider does not invest effort into the task reduces perceptions of the work quality
more than knowing that the provider only has minimal knowledge of the domain.
It is also surprising that when positive cues about a provider were shown (high effort or
high expertise), the ratings of perceived quality are largely unaffected. For example, the
mean rating in the High Effort / High Expertise condition (µ=3.53) is close to the mean of
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Figure 3.4: The graph shows the mean ratings of quality across conditions (best in color).
The x-axis clusters the conditions at the five levels of intrinsic quality. In each cluster,
the left bar is the baseline and the bars are then ordered from the most negative (red) to
the most positive (green) cues given about the provider. For the legend, L=Low, H=High,
E=Effort, X=Expertise, NG=Not given. For example, HE / LX is the high effort / low
expertise condition. Standard error = 0.023.
df SS MS F p-value
Intrinsic quality 4 970.4 242.59 240.284 <0.0001**
Effort 2 89.3 44.64 44.214 <0.0001**
Expertise 2 96.7 48.37 47.909 <0.0001**
E:X 4 16.6 4.16 4.12 0.0025**
I:E 8 8.5 1.07 1.056 0.39
I:X 8 9.6 1.2 1.191 0.30
I:E:X 16 10.9 0.68 0.674 0.82
Residuals 2655 2680.5 1.01
Table 3.1: Summary of three-way ANOVA applied to the perceived quality ratings. ** =
significance at 0.05.
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the baselines (µ=3.49, n.s.). Intrinsic quality also has a significant main effect on the ratings
of perceived quality, as expected, but does not interact with the other two factors.
3.2.1 Study One: Discussion
The main results of the experiment are (i) showing cues of a provider’s effort and expertise
affect judgments of the quality of their feedback; (ii) negative cues has the largest effect on
ratings of perceived quality, reducing ratings up to 21% relative to the baseline conditions,
while positive cues has little impact; and (iii) effort cues are weighed similarly to expertise
cues for judging feedback quality.
An interesting pattern in the results is that the negative cues serve to reduce ratings of
feedback quality without a commensurate increase in ratings for the positive cues. This
pattern is consistent with the “negativity bias” in psychology showing that negative infor-
mation influences evaluations more than positive information [133]. The lack of influence
of the positive cues may be due in part to participants assuming a certain level of effort
and expertise on behalf of providers in the baseline conditions. Our results are inconsistent
with other work showing that positive cues lead to more favorable impressions [50, 131].
One explanation could be due to different evaluation targets. In our study, the target is the
feedback responses, whereas in [50, 131], the evaluation targets were other people. Positive
cues may have weaker effects because it is easier to evaluate the quality of the feedback than
to evaluate people’s innate talents. The differences could also be due to the presentation
style, granularity, and the number of cues provided alongside the evaluation targets.
Affective priming theory potentially offers an alternative explanation of our results [38].
Signaling low effort or expertise could be considered a negative prime. We are skeptical of
this explanation for two reasons. First, the cues about the provider (the prime) were read
after reviewing the feedback, whereas priming typically requires seeing this information first.
Second, if acting as an affective prime, one would expect to see increased ratings of quality
for the positive cues, which were not present in the data collected. Additional aspects and
implications of our study will be discussed in the General Discussion.
In our study, manipulating the effort and expertise cues was straightforward. But how
could these cues be determined in a real-world crowdsourcing or other platform where the
feedback exchange is typically remote and anonymous? For expertise, system designers
could apply known techniques such as performance-based assessments [134], aptitude tests
[135, 136], or peer prediction [137]. For effort, however, there has been little research aimed
at measuring it in a crowd context. Solutions such as self-reports may be ineffective due to
strong biases against negative self-assessment (e.g. would workers really report they made
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little effort on a task?), especially if linked to negative outcomes such as having the work
rejected on a paid platform [124].
We therefore report on a second study which tests whether recording behavioral data
collected during a design feedback task could be leveraged to predict the overall effort per-
ceived by human raters. The study also contributes a new method for judging effort in an
experimental setting.
3.3 STUDY TWO: METHODOLOGY
In study two, we explore the use of behavioral data for modeling perceived effort for design
feedback tasks in a crowdsourcing context. The approach was to first collect behavioral data
from providers leaving feedback for three designs and independent ratings of their perceived
effort. We then built statistical models to learn mappings from features derived from the
behavioral data to the ratings.
3.3.1 Behavioral Data Set
To collect behavioral data, we instrumented the feedback collection interface described
in Study 1. See Figure 3.1. The interface was therefore used to collect both the feedback
and the behavioral data for this study. Feedback and the associated behavioral data was
collected for three Web designs; the home page of a community college (shown in Figure
3.1), an event organization site (http://evite.com), and a site for disseminating recorded
talks (http://ted.com). The latter two sites along with some of the feedback provided are
shown in Figure 3.6.
Using scripts added to the collection interface, we recorded the task behavior of the
provider including mouse activity, keystrokes, interface and window actions, and start and
end times for the main parts of the task. All events were time stamped. The scripts did not
interfere with performing the task. Providers were not aware of this data collection.
The feedback collection interface was developed to aid the timings. For instance, after
reading the general instructions, the provider had to select a button to reveal the design
image and begin leaving feedback. This allowed us to record the preparation time (time
from the onset of the task to the reveal of the image) and the design review time (from the
reveal of the image to the first action). Sixty feedback responses were collected for each
design, giving 180 total.
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3.3.2 Replay Tool
Effort is how hard a provider works to give feedback on a design (e.g. how long did s/he
view the design) and needs to be judged based on his or her behavior rather than on the
content of the response. For instance, if a provider gave useful feedback but the content was
blindly pasted from another source, then their effort on the task was minimal.
To enable effective judgments of effort, we built a tool that read the behavioral data and
replayed (in the form of a video) the provider performing the task. To minimize influence
from the feedback content, each character entered in the edit box was replaced with an
‘x’. The purpose was to focus the judges’ attention on the behavior (e.g. typing speed and
content revision), rather than the content itself. If the idle time between actions was longer
than five seconds, the tool enabled a “skip” button for jumping to the next recorded action.
If the tool found a top-level window focus event during the idle time, it displayed a message
that the provider switched to another window.
3.3.3 Judges
Three graduate students from our institution were recruited to judge the effort made by
each feedback provider using the replay tool. The students were not affiliated with the
project and did not participate in Study 1. Performing the ratings took about three hours
and each judge was paid $85.
3.3.4 Procedure
After informed consent, judges received an overview of the study along with a description
of effort - how much energy the provider invested in providing the feedback. Judges were
presented with a sample of the replays to calibrate their ratings. The researchers informed
the judges that they were free to develop their own criteria for judging the effort observed
but suggested considering aspects of the entered text, annotation, and duration. The judges
rated the effort on a scale from 1 (low effort) to 5 (high effort). Ratings could only be made
at the end of a replay and were entered into a spreadsheet shown on a second monitor.
Judges were allowed to revisit replays and modify their ratings until satisfied. Each judge
rated the effort of the 180 providers who gave feedback. The three ratings of each provider
were then averaged to produce the final rating. Though the size of the data set was modest,
it was sufficient for testing the feasibility of mapping the behavioral data to the ratings.
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Strokes Number of strokes used for the annotation 0.12 (17)
Stroke colors Number of colors used for the annotation 0.18 (9)
Bounding box area Area of bounding box for the annotation 0.29 (7)
Bounding box percent Size of bounding box relative to the design
image
0.28 (8)
Average speed Average cursor speed 0.14 (14)
Max speed Maximum cursor speed 0.15 (12)
Average acceleration Average cursor acceleration 0.12 (18)
Max acceleration Maximum cursor acceleration 0.13 (15)
Covered area Percent of pixels in bounding box covered by
the annotation
0.18 (10)
Overpaints Pixels painted by multiple strokes 0.06 (20)









Control actions Total number of actions on the annotation
control panel
0.07 (19)
Pauses Number of pauses longer than two seconds
when entering text
0.36 (5)
Deletions Number of deletions during text entry 0.37 (4)
Characters Character count of the text 0.59 (2)
Words Word count of the text 0,64 (1)
Average word length Average word length of the text 0.17 (11)
Longest word Length of the longest word in the text 0.25 (9)
Typing speed Average speed for typing the text 0.13 (16)
Insertions Number of char insertions 0.14 (13)







s Task time Total time spent on the task 0.40 (3)
Prepare time Time taken to read the general description
(from start of task to selection of “start feed-
back”)
0
Image review Time taken to review the design (from selec-
tion of “start feedback” until first action).
0
Task review Time from last action until the task is sub-
mitted.
0
Table 3.2: The features used for modeling perceived effort. Right column shows the infor-
mation gain scores (rank) for each feature for the binary classification.
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3.3.5 Features
We created 25 features from the behavioral data and these are shown in Table 3.2. The
features were derived from discussions with the judges about what observed behaviors af-
fected their ratings, our experience piloting the tasks and data collection, and prior work
[24, 138]. The features are not exhaustive, but do provide a reasonable starting point for ex-
ploring statistical models of perceived effort. A feature vector was created for each feedback
response.
3.4 STUDY TWO: RESULTS
The rating distribution of the judges is shown in Figure 3.7 and was nearly uniform
(µ=3.0). This validates that the feedback providers (workers) performed the feedback tasks
with varying levels of effort. Krippendorff’s alpha was 0.79, indicating good agreement
among the judges. The fact that judges could agree on the effort observed suggests that
statistical models could also learn the mappings.
All models were built using support vector machines in Weka 3.6 and tested using ten-fold
cross validation. Alternative statistical models including logistic regression, naive Bayes,
and decision trees were also explored. These models produced similar results to what is
reported below.
As a first step, we created models that learned mappings from the features to the five
levels of effort. The results are summarized as a confusion matrix in Table 3.3 (left). The
overall accuracy was 65%, precision was 0.65, recall was 0.64, and the F-measure was 0.64.
From the table, the most egregious errors (e.g. actual low effort predicted as high effort or
vice versa.) were rare. The accuracy was modest, but may be improved by training on a
larger data set and extracting additional features from the behavioral data.
As an alternative to predicting the five levels of effort, we simplified the problem to a
binary classification; effortful (ratings of 3, 4 or 5) and not effortful (ratings of 1 or 2). A
binary classification would be easier to interpret and would be consistent with the two levels
of effort manipulated in Study 1. A model was trained using the same data, but now for the
binary classification. The accuracy was markedly improved (92%). Precision, recall, and the
F-measure were all 0.92 and the results are shown in Table 3.3 (right). To determine which
of the features contributed most to the classification, we performed feature selection using
the information gain metric in Weka. The gain scores for each feature and their rank are
shown in the right column of Table 3.2. The length of the text, total time on task, revisions












g 1 2 3 4 5 1 2
1 21 7 0 1 0 1 91 6
2 3 30 10 0 0 2 8 75
3 0 11 20 4 1
4 0 4 10 18 7
5 0 0 0 7 26
Table 3.3: The confusion matrices for predicting effort for the five levels (left) and for two
levels (right). 1=low effort (both), 5=high effort (left), 2=effortful (right).
the annotation were among the features that contributed most to the classification.
3.5 DISCUSSION
The results from Study 2 showed that it is feasible to model perceived effort for crowd-
sourced design feedback with up to 92% accuracy. There are at least two ways that crowd
feedback services could apply this finding. One way is for the service to model the perceived
effort of the providers and display the classifications (cues) for the designer. From the results
in Study 1, services may only need to show the cues when they would be most beneficial
for differentiating the feedback. A second way would be for the service to use the models
to automatically reject low effort work and acquire more effortful responses. This approach
would trade feedback generation time for a set of responses that are likely to be of higher
quality. In fact, there was a strong positive correlation (Pearson’s r = 0.82, p<0.001) be-
tween the ratings of perceived effort and quality for the feedback data set shared by the two
studies in this chapter.
We modeled perceived effort for crowdsourced design feedback, but the approach general-
izes to other tasks where users must judge subjective responses from the crowd. Such tasks
can be found in crowd-based ideation [122], content summarization [139], and social data
analysis [127]. Leveraging our methodology from Study 2, including the behavioral data
collection and replay tools, researchers and system designers can build statistical models for
their own tasks. It may also be possible to build a more general model by considering only
lower-level features independent of the task type and training it on a larger data set [140].
Logging behavioral data to make effort visible in a crowd service could raise privacy
concerns. However, it could also lead to practices favorable for workers. For example, crowd
services could enable users to pay bonuses based on the effort invested by workers. Workers
may also improve their performance if they are able to view and reflect on their own effort,
and possibly command higher pay with a reputation of effortful responses. In addition to
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showing cues that summarize effort, a service might also show how the worker’s logged
behavior compares to other workers for the same task. This could be used to explain the
cues or to improve performance by showing replays of effortful work as exemplars.
The results from Study 1 showed that expertise cues also factor into judgments of feed-
back quality. Expertise measures could be implemented as qualification or screening tasks
that gauge relevant aptitudes [135, 136], measure peer prediction ability [137] or apply
performance-based assessments [134]. Future work could also explore extending models of
user interface skill (e.g. [141, 142]) to model the domain expertise of crowd workers.
The manipulations of effort and expertise cues in Study 1 were achieved using specific
phrasings of text. Researchers have already shown that different representations can have
different influences over the evaluation of work quality [121]. This thread of research could
therefore be extended to study different phrasings and granularities of the cues used in our
study and in context of design feedback. It would be also interesting to study whether the
cues always need to be displayed or only when needed to differentiate the feedback.
In this preliminary study, we find that negative information about the feedback providers
has a stronger impact over people’s perception of the feedback than positive information
does. This finding piqued my interests in how feedback written in a negative tone affects the
recipient’s revisions to the project and their perceptions of the provider and the feedback.
The written content itself serves as a cue that is interpreted by the feedback recipient and
this cue may be as important as explicit cues of effort and expertise. My main thesis work
focuses on studying the impacts of these negative feedback and propose interventions that
address the problem.
In the next three chapters, we describe the proposed interventions and report experimental
results. First, we examine three coping activities, namely self-affirmation, expressive writing,
and distraction. Recruited content creators perform these activities before revising their
work in an online study. Next, we explore a feedback reordering mechanism that presents
the content based on feedback valence. Lastly, we test whether empathy arousal could
motivate participants to be more supportive and offer higher quality feedback. The study
evaluates both a narrative based and an ingroup framing based approach.
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Figure 3.5: A graph of the perceived quality ratings collapsed across intrinsic quality. The
legend is the same as Figure 3.4
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Figure 3.6: The two additional Web designs for which crowd feedback and behavioral data
was collected for modeling perceived effort. The task instructions and annotation panel were
omitted here but were the same as shown in Figure 3.1
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Figure 3.7: The distribution of ratings of the perceived effort invested by providers for the
feedback tasks. There was good agreement overall and the distribution was close to uniform.
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CHAPTER 4: COPING ACTIVITIES
In this chapter, we examined three coping activities which we hypothesize may mitigate
the effects of negative feedback: self-affirmation, expressive writing, and distraction. All
three coping activities have the potential to increase people’s resilience to negative feed-
back as suggested by prior work. Self-affirmation activities inhibit defensive reactions to
ego-threatening information, such as negative feedback, by affirming people’s core values
[30, 31]. The affirmation could uphold people’s self-worth and encourages feedback recep-
tion. Expressive writing facilitates recognition and expression of stress-related thoughts and
negative emotions [32]. By reducing the interference from distress, expressive writing also
improves performance in cognitively loaded tasks, such as test-taking [33]. In our study,
we hypothesize that expressive writing can lessen the distress caused by the negative feed-
back and increase participants’ performance on the experimental task. Distraction relieves
distress and anxiety by directing a user’s attention away from the source [34, 35]. A short
duration of mind wandering has been shown to improve people’s affective states and also
stimulates the development of novel solutions to previously encountered problems [36]. After
receiving negative feedback, distraction may help content creators to recover from distressful
affective states, interpret the feedback from a new perspective, and conduct more effective
revision.
Researchers have explored additional coping activities but many of these activities are not
suitable for online environments, such as physical exercise [143], meditation [144], spirituality
and religion [145]. In our work, the three selected activities have pathways to be implemented
as standalone interventions compatible with existing feedback collection workflows. Besides
comparing these activities in the context of iterative design process, our work is also original
because we study the activities with feedback sets containing different balances of negative
valences, such as mainly negative or all neutral. Prior work has examined the activities
when participants receive stark negative valence information from a single source [30, 31,
32, 34, 35]. But in online environments, content creators usually receive a set of feedback
with mixed valences from multiple sources. Here we simulated this setup and evaluated the
activities in a realistic setting.
To compare the three coping activities, we conducted a full factorial experiment with
coping activities and valance balances as factors. Each feedback set had three pieces of
feedback, where the valence balance ranges from all negative to all neutral. The experiment
included two phases. In the first phase, participants wrote an essay on a complex social
issue. In the second phase, participants performed one of the coping activities and revised
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their essay based on a provided feedback set. All participants received feedback referencing
the same aspects of their essay but with different valence balances based on experimental
condition. We measured participants’ affective states and extents of revision to quantify the
impact of negative feedback and the coping activities. Following prior work [27, 146], we
also measured participants’ perception of the feedback and its providers as they relate to
the receptivity of the feedback.
Our results showed that receiving a feedback set containing one piece of negative feedback
significantly raised participants’ ratings of negative affects by 55%, reduced ratings of positive
affects by 15%, reduced the extent of the revision by 28%, and lowered the perception of
feedback and its providers by 24%. This result highlights that even a small amount of
negative feedback can have a notable impact. Among the three activities tested, expressive
writing encouraged essay revision while distraction improved participants’ affective states
and their perception of the feedback providers. Self-affirmation had no significant effects.
Our results showed that no single activity outperformed the others. Platform designers
could choose which activity to use based on how the designers prioritize different measures
or situational needs. Future work can build upon our results and explore other activities to
offer more coping methods within this emergent framework.
The HCI contributions of this experiment are (i) empirical knowledge of how feedback sets
with different valence balances impact users’ affective states, revision behaviors, and percep-
tions for a writing task; (ii) deeper empirical understanding of how three theoretically-based
coping activities mitigate the effects of negative feedback; and (iii) practical guidelines re-
garding when to use the coping activities to improve users’ resilience to negative feedback
online: using expressive writing when valuing revision behavior the most and using distrac-
tion when prioritizing users’ affective states or perceptions of the feedback providers.
4.1 METHODOLOGY
We first investigate activities that mitigate the influences of negative feedback. Specifi-
cally, we are interested in evaluating three theory-based coping activities: self-affirmation,
expressive writing, and distraction. In addition, we test the activities with feedback sets of
different valence balances to have a more realistic and more fine-grained evaluation of the
effects. In the second part of my thesis, we focus on answering two research questions:
• RQ1: How do feedback sets with different balances of valence affect participants’
affective states, extents of revision, and perceptions of the feedback and its providers?
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• RQ2: To what degree can coping activities based on theories of self-affirmation, ex-
pressive writing, and distraction, mitigate the influence of negative feedback on these
same measures?
Answers to these questions will deepen empirical knowledge about the effects of receiving
negative feedback and how to reduce those effects. Answers will also provide insights re-
garding practical interventions that improve user’s resilience to negative feedback received
online. In this section, we describe how we conduct the study and what measurements are
collected.
4.1.1 Experimental Design
To answer the research questions, we conduct a full-factorial between-subjects experi-
ment with two factors: coping activity and valence balance. Coping activity examines four
interventions: self-affirmation, expressive writing, distraction, and a control (no activity).
Valence balance refers to the number of pieces of feedback in a set with a neutral/negative
orientation. This factor had four levels: all neutral (receiving three pieces of negative feed-
back), mainly neutral (receiving two pieces of neutral feedback and one negative), mainly
negative (two negative, one neutral), and all negative.
4.1.2 Task Setup
The experimental task is an essay composition task including a writing phase and a revision
phase. In the writing phase, participants write an essay about whether they would support
stricter gun control laws in the U.S. This topic is selected because it is widely debated and
familiar to a general audience in the U.S. In addition, participants may have an existing
stance on the topic and genuinely care about the feedback. The task instructions state
that vague or plagiarized essays will not receive payment. We enforce a 100-250 word limit
and a 30-minute time limit so each participant invests similar amount of effort in the task.
Participants could track word counts by selecting a button on the task interface. In the
revision phase, participants receive three pieces of feedback and revise their essays in a text
box pre-filled with the content. Participants have 30 minutes to finish this phase.
4.1.3 Coping Activity Factor
Three coping activities are tested: self-affirmation, expressive writing, distraction, and
control. See Figure 4.1-4 for screenshots of the intervention interfaces. All activities happen
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in the revision phase. As prior work has not evaluated the efficacy of these activities in the
context of receiving design feedback, here we test each activity individually to isolate the
effects and leave the study of synergies of different activities for future work.
Figure 4.1: Screenshot of the writing phase of the experimental task.
In the self-affirmation condition, a participant reflects on the positive aspects of oneself.
Following [147], a participant ranks six core values (business; art, music, and theater; social
life and relationships; science and pursuit of knowledge; religion and morality; and govern-
ment and politics) by how important these values are to him or her. After the ranking, a
participant explains the importance of the top-ranked value. Prior work reports timing is
crucial for the efficacy of self-affirmation, which needs to happen before participants face the
ego-threat [30]. In our experiment, participants perform the intervention before reviewing
the feedback.
In the expressive writing condition, a participant reviews the feedback, reflects on his
emotional reactions, and expresses them in a provided text box. The task interface displays
the feedback for reference. The instructions are adapted from prior work on emotional coping
[148].
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Figure 4.2: Screenshot of the self-affirmation phase of the experimental task.
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Figure 4.3: Screenshot of the expressive writing phase of the experimental task.
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Figure 4.4: Screenshots of the distraction phase of the experimental task.
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In the distraction condition, the participants are instructed to perform a reading compre-
hension task to divert their attention away from the feedback reflection. Participants read an
article about energy consumption, an issue orthogonal to the essay topic, and summarize it
in a text box. We conduct a pilot study to select an article with appropriate length that re-
quires similar time to complete relative to the other conditions. The distraction intervention
happens after feedback review and before the revision.
In the control condition, participants receive feedback and revise their essays, but do not
perform any coping activity.
4.1.4 Valence Balance Factor
Valence balance has four levels: all negative (three pieces of negative feedback; labeled
as “3-” in the tables and figures), mainly negative (two negative; labeled as “2-”), mainly
neutral (one negative; labeled as “1-”), and all neutral (zero negative; labeled as “0-”). All
participants receive feedback on the same aspects of the essay but phrased with different
valence balances. In this way, only the feedback valence, rather than its content, differs in
the experiment. There are in total three pairs of feedback (Table 4.1). Within each pair, the
only difference between the two pieces of feedback is the phrasing of the content: one neutral
and one negative. During the experiment, each participant receives one piece of feedback
from each pair and three pieces of feedback in total. In case participants do not find the
provided feedback useful, we allow them to reject any piece of feedback and revise the essay
in any way they deem appropriate.
The feedback delivered to participants is derived from authentic feedback compiled online.
We first collect five essays from Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) and use them to solicit a
large feedback pool on three core aspects of the essays: content, structure, and style [149].
For each aspect, we select the piece of feedback that is the most generalizable and actionable,
and has neutral valence. To ensure the selected feedback is applicable to the essays, we use
a script to filter out incompatible essays during the experiment. Since many people have
strong beliefs about gun control policy, we only chose feedback with a neutral stance and
a sole focus on the essay quality. We correct misspellings and grammatical errors in the
selected feedback to prevent language bias. For the feedback selected for each aspect, we
create a piece of complementary feedback by modifying its language to be more negative.
This forms a neutral/negative pair in the final feedback set. The final set has one pair of
feedback for each of the three aspects. In the essay revision phase, each participant receives
three pieces of feedback covering all core aspects. For example, a participant in the mainly
negative condition may receive one piece of negative feedback on the content aspect, one
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negative on structure, and one neutral on style. This setup can mitigate any confounding
effects caused by participants being more receptive to feedback on specific aspects.
Three graduate research assistants not affiliated with this project review the final feedback
set. They report no difference in the valence among the negative feedback and among the
neutral feedback. They also report that the negative feedback has a notably more negative
valence than the neutral feedback.
4.1.5 Participants
We recruit 681 participants in total, among which 518 participants finish both phases. 38
excess data points collect at the end were excluded. Given the scale of the experiment, the
recruitment took place on AMT. We configure the task to require all participants to reside
in the U.S. given the topic of the essay and to mitigate issues of language proficiency. 77%
of participants complete an optional demographic survey. Among these participants, 50%
report their gender as female and nearly all (99%) selected English as their first language.
For age, 81% report being between 18-44 years of age and 19% report being 45 years of age or
older. The highest level of education is reported as high school (41%) and an undergraduate
degree or higher (58%).
Figure 4.5: Graphical summary of the procedure.
4.1.6 Procedure
Figure 4.5 shows the experiment workflow. At the start of the writing phase, participants
sign an IRB consent form and read an overview of the workflow. After they complete the
writing phase, a script filters out 3% of the essays that do not use personal pronouns or
keywords related to civil liberties, as it would be inconsistent with the feedback on style
or content (Table 4.1). Since participants may question the viability of receiving feedback
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immediately after they finished the essay, we instrument a two-day delay to simulate realistic
feedback collection from an online platform. The delay also mitigates potential confounding
effects caused by valence arousal during the writing phase. In the revision phase, we assign
participants a set of feedback with a valence balance determined by the assigned experiment
condition. Participants complete a survey (see Measurement) immediately after performing
the coping activity. We reward participants $2 for completing the writing phase, and an
additional $3 for completing the revision phase. The payment rate is determined by a pilot
study to be consistent with U.S. minimum wage. A follow-up survey asks participants about
how important the gun control issue is for them and how frequently they write on this topic.
The collected ratings are used as covariates in the analysis. After the study, participants are
debriefed via email.
Figure 4.6: Graphical summary of the essay rating procedure.
4.1.7 Measurement
We measured three categories of dependent variables: participants’ affective states and
perceptions, extents of the revision, and behavioral data from both task phases. For the
affective states and perceptions, we collected the measurements via a survey including eleven
questions:
• Four items regarding how happy / enthusiastic / annoyed / frustrated the participant
feels. The questions were adapted from PANAS [150].
• Three items regarding how positive / useful / fair the feedback is.
• Four items regarding how considerate / polite / knowledgeable / (exhibiting) expertise
the feedback providers are. The items were adapted from previous work on feedback
reception [27].
For each statement, participants rated their degree of agreement on a seven-point scale
(1=Strongly Disagree, 7=Strongly Agree).
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For behavioral data, a script counted the number of characters edited during revision and
calculated the final edit distance from the original essay [151]. We also asked participants
to report how many and which piece of feedback they incorporated into their essay. We also
logged the time participants spent composing essays, reviewing feedback, performing coping
activities, and revising essays.
Given the scale of the data, we recruited 288 judges from MTurk to rate the quality of
the initial and revised versions of the essays. We provided rubrics defining the three core
aspects of the essays, namely content, style, and structure, together with examples for each
aspect. Following the rubrics, the judges evaluated the quality of the essays on a 7-point
scale (7=high quality). To calibrate the rating scales, each judge rated a set of 10 essays
randomly assigned by a script. At the end of the rating session, the judges could adjust
their ratings on a page displaying the essays and their ratings.
We discarded 4.4% of the ratings which took the judges too little time (less than three
seconds) or too much time (two standard deviations above the mean) to assign. In the end,
each essay received ratings from at least three independent judges. If the judges reached a
consensus where the maximum difference among ratings was fewer than or equal to three
units, we averaged the ratings to produce the final rating; if no consensus was reached,
we collected two additional ratings and discarded the highest and lowest ratings. If the
discrepancy remained, an expert in writing was recruited from Upwork to assign the final
rating. Overall, the judges reached a consensus in the first round for 74.6% of the essays
and the expert resolved the discrepancy for 3.1% of the essays. Figure 4.6 shows the essay
evaluation workflow.
4.2 RESULTS
We report how valence balance and coping activity influence participants’ affective states,
extents of revision, and their perceptions of the feedback and its providers. Participants
find the topic of gun control moderately important with a rating of 3.97 (SE=0.11) out
of 7. The essays have an average word count of 171.6 (SE=10.5), which is substantially
higher than the 100-word minimum limit. In this section, we focus on reporting statistically
significant results and highlight patterns of interest for follow-up discussion. Using how much
participants care about gun control and how frequent they wrote on this topic as covariates
did not change significance levels. Therefore, we report the results of the analysis without
using covariates. See Table 4.2 for all ANOVA results.
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4.2.1 Affective States
A MANOVA analysis shows valence balance has a main effect on participants’ affective
states (F[12, 1389]=1.22, p<.001). In comparison with the all neutral condition, increments
in the feedback negativity significantly reduces participants’ affective states ratings until the
feedback set becomes mainly negative (Table 4.3). An ANOVA shows coping activity has a
marginal effect on the happiness rating (F[3, 468]=2.20, p=.088). No significant interaction
effect is detected between coping activity and valence balance.
Among the coping activities, distraction is the only activity that has significant influ-
ences over participants’ ratings of affective states. The distraction intervention significantly
increases participants’ happiness rating (M=3.81, SE=0.15) in comparison with the con-
trol condition (M=3.4, SE=0.14). The other two activities have no significant influences
over the affective states, but we do observe some trends consistent with prior work. In
the all negative condition, expressive writing and self-affirmation tend to improve partic-
ipants’ affective states (Figure 4.7). When all three pieces of feedback are negative, par-
ticipants in the expressive writing condition report being happier (M=3.0, SE=0.28), less
annoyed (M=3.8, SE=0.32), and less frustrated (M=3.27, SE=0.33) than the control con-
dition (M=2.37, SE=0.25; M=4.83, SE=0.36; M=4.23, SE=0.37), an average difference of
0.87 units on the measurement scale. Participants in the self-affirmation condition rate their
frustration lower (M=3.23, SE=0.32) than the control condition (M=4.23, SE=0.37).
Figure 4.7: Bar charts for affective states. Distraction increased happiness rating. The
y-axes refer to the 7-point Likert scale rating.
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4.2.2 Essay Revision
Valence balance has main effects on the edit distance (F[3, 468]=5.80, p<.001) and edit
duration (F[3, 468]=5.71, p<.001). Participants in the all neutral condition spend signifi-
cantly more time and edit the essay to significantly greater extent than the participants in
the other valence conditions do. In comparison with the all neutral condition, edit duration
decreases by 38.3% and edit distance decreases by 45.7% in the all negative condition (Table
4.4). Participants receiving more negative balanced feedback spend less time in revision and
edit the essays less (Figure 4.8).
Figure 4.8: Bar charts for extents of revision. Participants in the control condition performed
no additional activities and edit the essays more. Expressive writing encourages revision in
comparison with the other two coping activities.
Coping activity has a main effect on the edit duration (F[3, 468]=6.01, p<.001), and a
marginal effect on the edit distance (F[3, 468]=2.14, p=.094). Participants in the control
condition spend significantly more time editing essays than the other three activity conditions
(Table 4.4). Also, participants edit significantly more characters in the control condition
than in the self-affirmation and distraction conditions. In comparison, participants in the
expressive writing condition report similar level of edit distance as in the control condition.
Participants receiving negative feedback edit their essays to half the extent that partici-
pants did when receiving the same feedback written in a neutral tone. Regarding the coping
activities, participants in the control condition spend more time on the revision task. This
may be caused by the fact participants receive the same payment despite needing to perform
additional work in the coping activity conditions. Notably, expressive writing leads to same
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amount of essay revision even after participants write a short essay on their emotions.
4.2.3 Perception of Feedback Set
A MANOVA analysis shows valence balance has a main effect on participants’ perception
of the feedback set (F[9, 1392]=28.68, p<.001). Participants perceive negative feedback
significantly less fair, less useful, and less positive compared to the all neutral condition (Ta-
ble 4.5). Showing an additional piece of negative feedback significantly lowers participants’
perception of the feedback set in all valence balance conditions.
Coping activity has a main effect on the usefulness rating (F[3, 468]=3.56, p=.014). In the
expressive writing condition, feedback is rated significantly less useful than in the control
condition (Table 4.5). Overall, self-affirmation has no significant effects. But in the all
negative condition (Figure 4.9), we do observe self-affirmation notably lowers the ratings
of positivity (M=1.33, SE=0.12), usefulness (M=2.73, SE=0.30), and fairness (M=2.87,
SE=0.29) in comparison with the control condition (M=1.83, SE=0.27; M=3.90, SE=0.39;
M=3.77, SE=0.37), an average decrease of 0.86 units on the measurement scale.
4.2.4 Perception of Feedback Providers
A MANOVA analysis shows valence balance has a main effect on the ratings about feed-
back providers (F[12, 1389]=27.05, p<.001). Participants give feedback providers signif-
icantly less favorable ratings as the negativity in the feedback set increases (Table 4.6).
Similar to the trend observed in feedback perception ratings, showing one more piece of
negative feedback significantly lowers participants’ perception of the feedback providers in
all valence balance conditions.
Coping activity has main effects on the consideration (F[3, 468]=3.32, p=.020) and po-
liteness ratings (F[3, 468]=2.81, p=.039). Participants in the distraction condition rate
the feedback providers significantly more considerate and polite than in the self-affirmation
and expressive writing conditions (Table 4.6). In the distraction condition, participants
also tend to rate the providers as more considerate and polite than in the control condi-
tion. Self-affirmation has no significant effects. But similar to trends observed in previous
sections, self-affirmation tends to lower the evaluation of the feedback providers in the all
negative condition. In this condition, self-affirmed participants rate the providers less consid-
erate (M=1.7, SE=0.19), less polite (M=1.5, SE=0.15), and less knowledgeable (M=2.43,
SE=0.23) than in the control condition (M=2.57, SE=0.31; M=2.2, SE=0.28; M=3.63,
SE=0.31; see Figure 4.10), an average decrease of 0.92 units on the measurement scale.
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Figure 4.9: Bar charts for participants’ perception of the feedback set.
Figure 4.10: Bar charts for participants’ perception of feedback providers. Distraction im-
proves how considerate and polite participants perceived the providers to be in comparison
with the other two coping activities.
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4.2.5 Essay Quality
Revised essays (M=4.75, SE=0.09) receive significantly higher quality ratings than the
original essays do (M=4.6, SE=0.09; F[1, 958]=9.77, p=.002). Neither valence balance
nor coping activity has a main effect on the ratings. There is also no interaction effect
between the factors and the essay version. Although valence balances and coping activities
significantly impact participants’ affective states and their perceptions of the feedback and
its providers, these effects do not translate into higher quality essays after revision.
4.2.6 Accepted Feedback Count
Participants are more open to neutral feedback. Valence balance has a main effect on the
number of feedback items reported to be accepted (F[3, 468]=11.42, p<.001). Participants
report accepting more pieces of feedback in the all neutral condition (M=1.68; SE=0.09)
than the all negative condition (M=0.93, SE=0.09; LSD=0.262, p<.05). Consistent with
prior work, neutral feedback is more likely to be accepted than negative feedback [153].
Overall, 80% of neutral and 50% of negative feedback is accepted by participants. Coping
activity has no statistically significant effect on this measure.
4.3 DISCUSSION
Our experiment shows that valence balance has significant effects on participants’ affec-
tive states: the all negative valence balance condition reduces participants’ ratings of their
positive affects (happiness and enthusiasm) by 38% and raises the ratings of negative affects
(annoyance and frustration) by 110% in comparison with the all neutral condition. Negative
feedback significantly lowers the average rating of feedback being positive, useful, and fair
by 49%, the average rating of the providers being considerate, polite, knowledgeable, and
having expertise by 54%, and extents of revision by 46% relative to receiving all neutral
feedback.
For the coping activities, self-affirmation has no statistical effects on the measures. How-
ever, in the all negative condition we observe self-affirmed participants have more positive
affective states, which is a trend consistent with prior work [31, 70]. Expressive writing en-
courages significantly more revision in comparison with the other two activities. Distraction
significantly improves participants’ ratings of happiness and makes them perceive the feed-
back providers to be significantly more considerate and more polite compared to the other
two coping activities.
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Our results show various measures have different levels of sensitivity to negative feedback.
Showing one additional piece of negative feedback significantly lowers participants’ percep-
tion of the feedback and its providers in all valence balance conditions. For affective states,
we observe a similar trend but there is no statistical difference between the mainly negative
and the all negative conditions. For edit duration and edit distance, only participants in the
all neutral condition report significantly higher measurements than the other valence balance
conditions. This pattern of results indicates that platform designers should aim to eliminate
any occurrence of negative feedback, as even one piece of negative feedback adversely affects
edit duration, edit distance, and perceptions of the feedback content and its providers. For
situations where users’ affective states or their perceptions of the feedback are most impor-
tant, such as when novice designers are collecting feedback, platform designers should focus
on deterring negative feedback, especially snowballing effects [5]. Prior work has focused on
examining whether presenting negative valence information lowers people’s affective states
and task performance in various contexts [6, 7, 8]. Our results show an equally important
question is whether increasing negativity will continue to lower these measures. Even when
we cannot eradicate the negative feedback, increasing the valence balance of the feedback
set may still significantly improve the user experience.
While prior work suggested the selected coping activities could mitigate the influences
of negative feedback over participants’ affective states, our results indicate the activities
are not as effective as we expected. Other than distraction, both expressive writing and
self-affirmation had no significant effects over participants’ affective states. One potential
reason may be the mixed valence balance conditions we test in our experiment are more
nuanced than the binary valence conditions in prior empirical studies, where participants
receive either entirely negative or entirely non-negative information. While we do observe
expressive writing and self-affirmation tend to improve participants’ affective states in the
all negative condition, a trend consistent with prior work [31, 70, 76, 77], the activities
are not effective enough in the other valence balance conditions to show significant effects
across conditions. Future work is needed to evaluate these activities with feedback sets that
exhibit valence properties to further tune the associated theories. It is also possible that
the activities are less effective because design feedback is more subjective than the negative
valence information used in prior work, such as health-risk information [72]. Participants
may view the provided negative feedback as a matter of opinion rather than a direct threat
to their ego and thus do not benefit from the coping activities that address the potential
threat.
In authentic settings, platform designers could offer users optional opportunities to per-
form the coping activities. In this way, only the users who feel the need for assistance
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would perform the activities; while not affecting others. Our results show expressive writing
encourages significantly more revision and distraction significantly improves participants’
affective states and their perception of the feedback providers. Platform designers could
decide which activity to use based on how they prioritize these measures and compatibility
of the activity with the existing workflow. Future work could explore the effectiveness of
other coping activities and incorporate them into this design space.
Platform designers should implement an expressive writing activity if revision outcomes
are the priority. For example, promoting revision outcomes may be most important in
learning contexts where content creators may need to demonstrate depth of revision for
course credit. It may also be important in professional contexts where showing depth of
revision is a critical part of managing client relations. To implement expressive writing,
platform designers could allow users to write private comments on each piece of feedback or
write their reactions on the set of feedback holistically [154]. Writing comments on feedback
could also have additional benefits, such as enabling reflection to promote interpretation of
the content.
If platform designers value users’ affective states or their perception of the feedback
providers most, then they should consider implementing an intervention that enables a brief
distraction from negative feedback. For example, affective states might be most important
for platforms that cater to novice content creators. Prior work shows reduced affective states
negatively impacts learning outcomes such as new skill development and demotivates future
participation [155]. The perception of the feedback and its providers are also important
on platforms that promote social interactions between members. Higher evaluation of the
feedback providers helps to avoid conflicts among members and increase future engagement
[52]. A short distraction improves users’ perception of the feedback providers while allowing
their affective states to restore to more neutral levels. More positive affective states could
further protect the relationships between members by reducing aggressive behaviors on the
platform. For distraction, platform designers could present links to view related content or
perform non-feedback tasks in the community or to browse one’s own project histories. Ad-
ditionally, platform designers could disallow postings of revised content for a short duration
to suggest that the user should first perform tasks unrelated to the content revision.
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Neutral Negative
Structure A stronger ending is in order. Per-
haps the author can come up with
more gripping and distinguished
ending material.
The ending is terrible. Perhaps the
author should at least come up with
some less boring and plain ending
material.
Style The first error in my opinion is the
use of personal pronouns. I was
taught not to use ”I” or ”me” in
essays because it makes the essay
sound less professional.
One big obvious error here is the
use of personal pronouns. The first
thing I learned from Writing 101 is
to avoid using ”I” or ”me” in es-
says. Only newest rookie uses per-
sonal pronouns.
Content I pretty much agree with all of the
points you have made. I would add
the argument of the protection of
civil liberties.
I don’t really buy any of the points
you have made. I would add the
argument of the protection of civil
liberties to make this essay closer to
being convincing, if that’s ever pos-
sible.
Table 4.1: Feedback set for the revision task. In total, there are three pieces of authentic
feedback on structure, style and content. Each piece has two versions with neutral (left) and
negative (right side) tone. Every participant receives one piece of feedback from each row.
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happy enthusiastic
sum sq df F PR(>F) sum sq df F PR(>F)
valence balance 217.02 3 35.00 <0.01 155.71 3 22.91 <0.01
coping activity 13.62 3 2.20 0.09 8.47 3 1.25 0.29
v:c 17.23 9 0.93 0.50 19.14 9 0.94 0.49
residual 958.93 464 1050.97 464
annoyed frustrated
valence balance 497.29 3 50.94 <0.01 310.61 3 34.93 <0.01
coping activity 0.89 3 0.09 0.96 6.84 3 0.77 0.51
v:c 25.61 9 0.87 0.55 28.28 9 1.06 0.39
residual 1509.80 464 1375.27 464
edit duration edit distance
valence balance 371.70 3 5.71 <0.01 8.88e5 3 5.80 <0.01
coping activity 391.10 3 6.01 <0.01 3.27e5 3 2.14 0.09
v:c 279.01 9 1.43 0.17 5.09e5 9 1.11 0.35
residual 1.01e4 464 2.36e7 464
positive useful
valence balance 598.58 3 118.76 <0.01 390.33 3 47.95 <0.01
coping activity 6.34 3 1.26 0.29 28.95 3 3.56 0.01
v:c 7.68 9 0.51 0.87 30.95 9 1.27 0.25
residual 779.53 464 1258.93 464
fair considerate
valence balance 462.88 3 62.70 <0.01 834.84 3 152.75 <0.01
coping activity 16.23 3 2.20 0.09 18.14 3 3.32 0.02
v:c 19.03 9 0.86 0.56 15.22 9 0.93 0.50
residual 1141.80 464 845.30 464
polite knowledgeable
valence balance 1022.71 3 195.23 <0.01 360.83 3 61.59 <0.01
coping activity 14.71 3 2.81 0.04 9.28 3 1.58 0.19
v:c 11.10 9 0.71 0.70 21.72 9 1.24 0.27
residual 810.23 464 906.13 464
expertise feedback accepted count
valence balance 240.58 3 38.64 <0.01 36.81 3 11.43 <0.01
coping activity 10.69 3 1.72 0.16 4.51 3 1.40 0.24
v:c 9.26 9 0.50 0.88 11.65 9 1.21 0.29
residual 963.07 464 498.23 464
original rating revised rating
valence balance 2.81 3 1.03 0.38 0.68 3 0.25 0.86
coping activity 4.75 3 1.74 0.16 3.87 3 1.42 0.24
v:c 6.39 9 0.78 0.64 6.04 9 0.74 0.67
residual 422.98 464 420.64 464
Table 4.2: ANOVA results for all measures.
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happy enthusiastic annoyed frustrated
0- 4.48a 4.18a 2.03a 1.93a
1- 3.85b 3.54b 3.29b 2.87b
2- 3.14c 2.97c 4.56c 3.99c
3- 2.72d 2.69c 4.41c 3.70c
control 3.40a 3.27a 3.63a 3.24a
self-affirmation 3.59ab 3.36a 3.58a 2.92a
expressive writing 3.40a 3.19a 3.55a 3.13a
distraction 3.81b 3.55a 3.52a 3.18a
LSD 0.36 0.38 0.45 0.44
Table 4.3: Mean affective state ratings across valence balance and coping activity conditions.
The label “[0, 1, 2, 3]-” refers to the valence balance condition in which participants received
[0, 1, 2, 3] pieces of negative feedback. Fisher’s LSD (Least Significant Difference) [152] is
used for post hoc test. Means with different superscripts are significantly different (p<.05).
For example, 3.40a is significantly different from 3.81b. Nether 3.40a nor 3.81b is significantly
different from 3.59ab.







exp. writing 4.61b 205.4ab
distraction 3.64b 169.2b
LSD 1.18 57.3
Table 4.4: Mean edit duration and distance across valence balance and coping activity
conditions.
pos. useful fair
0- 4.56a 5.73a 5.91a
1- 3.30b 4.83b 4.84b
2- 2.31c 3.94c 4.01c
3- 1.58d 3.34d 3.28b
control 2.98a 4.73a 4.60ab
self affirmation 2.82a 4.40ab 4.48ab
expressive writing 2.85a 4.08b 4.23a
distraction 3.11a 4.60a 4.73b
LSD 0.3 0.42 0.40
Table 4.5: Mean feedback perception ratings across valence balance and coping activity
conditions.
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considerate polite knowledge. expert
0- 5.74a 5.83a 5.38a 4.38a
1- 4.07b 3.98b 4.30b 3.40b
2- 2.95c 2.73c 3.63c 2.97c
3- 2.25d 1.97d 3.05d 2.46d
control 3.85ab 3.76ab 4.25a 3.49a
self-affirmation 3.63a 3.46a 3.91a 3.18a
expressive writing 3.52a 3.44a 4.01a 3.14a
distraction 4.02b 3.83b 4.20a 3.40a
LSD 0.34 0.34 0.35 0.37
Table 4.6: Mean feedback provider ratings across valence balance and coping activity con-
ditions.
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CHAPTER 5: VALENCE-BASED ORDER
The prior experiment tested self-directed activities to promote resilience to negative feed-
back. In this chapter, I explore the effects of a new technique that orders the presentation
of a collection of feedback based on its sentiment.
In formal learning environments, instructors recommend the use of mitigating language,
such as praise or affirmation, before or after negative feedback to improve its receptivity
[86, 87, 156, 157, 158]. Similar techniques are less applicable in online environments, where
the feedback is often composed by multiple independent providers and platform designers
have limited control over the composition process. Prior work has tested various methods
that improve the positive valence of feedback, including the use of rubrics [13] and positive
examples [14]. While these methods may help, they do not eliminate occurrences of neg-
ative feedback. One common solution among platform designers is to remove the negative
feedback [159, 160]. Despite its simplicity, this approach has several disadvantages. First,
negative feedback may still contain constructive advice useful for learning and content im-
provement [161]. Second, removing feedback without consent may discourage the provider
from participating further [162]. Third, feedback removal may be inapplicable in certain
situations, such as when content creators have paid in advance for each piece of feedback.
In this chapter, we test a novel approach that presents a collection of feedback in an
order from most-to-least positive valence. Specifically, our work examined whether positive
feedback could be used to mitigate the influence of the negative feedback in the set. If
effective, the technique could be automated in existing feedback platforms using sentiment
analysis [163]. Prior work also shows that cues about the source (provider) of the feedback
can affect perceptions of the feedback [43]. Our experiment additionally examined how the
perceived source of the feedback (peers vs. experts vs. anonymous) [27, 89] affects content
creators’ reactions to the feedback, and how it mediates the effect of valence order.
We conducted an online experiment in which participants (n=270) wrote a children’s
story based on an illustration. Two days later they revised their stories based on a set
of given feedback. The feedback set included two pieces of feedback with positive valence
and one piece with negative valence. The feedback was presented with different valence
orders (negative first, negative last, and negative between) and source identity cues based
on the experiment condition. We measured participants’ affective states, perceptions of the
feedback and its source, revision extent, and story quality.
Our results showed that when the negative feedback was presented later (further down in
the results), the content creator invested more effort in the revision task and rated the collec-
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tion of feedback more favorably. Feedback source had no statistical effect on the measures.
We also observed a gender effect. Female participants were more likely to accept feedback
(reported applying it in the revised story) and the negative feedback causes a larger re-
duction in their affective states. Our work contributes deeper empirical understanding of
how valence order and source identity can be used to improve feedback receptivity in online
environments.
5.1 METHODOLOGY
Our experiment addresses three research questions:
• How does ordering a feedback set based on valence affect the extent and quality of the
subsequent content revisions?
• How does valence order influence a content creator’s affective state, and influence his
or her perceptions of the feedback and its source?
• How does information about the source of the feedback providers affect these same
measures, and mediate the effects of the feedback ordering based on valence?
Answers to these questions help content creators better utilize feedback received online
(e.g., positive affective state is associated with increased creative thinking [84]). Also, the
answers can help platform designers know how to more effectively present the feedback (e.g.,
how to order it and whether to display source cues).
5.1.1 Experiment Design
To answer the research questions, we conduct a 3x3 full factorial online experiment with
two factors: Valence Order and Source. Each participant receives three pieces of feedback,
including two with positive valence levels and one with negative valence level. There are
three levels in Valence Order: negative first, negative between, and negative last. There are
also three levels in Source: peer, expert, and anonymous. In the peer and expert conditions,
the task instruction clearly states that the feedback comes from peer workers or domain
experts. The feedback text also starts with the words “Peer Worker” or “Domain Expert”
(see Figure 5.1). In the anonymous condition, participants receive no information about the
feedback source. There is also no source identity cue in the feedback text.
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Figure 5.1: Task interface for the revision phase. Feedback is provided in different orders
and with different source cues based on experimental conditions. Participants have already
read the feedback piece by piece before reaching this stage.
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Figure 5.2: The user interface during the story writing phase.
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5.1.2 Essay Task
The task includes two phases: story writing and revision. For the story writing phase, we
ask participants to write a story for children of 8-12 years old based on a given illustration
(Figure 5.2). A pilot study shows that most participants could finish the story in less than
one hour. We intentionally allocate extra time for the task so the story quality would not be
compromised due to time pressure. The participants have two hours to write a story within
a 200-2000 word limit. We choose story writing as our experimental task for three reasons;
(i) it is a topic that should be familiar to a general audience; (ii) it requires creative thought;
and (iii) it only requires text entry, making it suitable to perform online.
The illustration facilitates the task in two ways. First, it provides scaffolding in the open-
ended writing process by outlining the story’s main characters and scenario. Second, it
allows the research team to select general feedback that applies to most stories by narrowing
the scope of the possible story themes [164]. An external expert in story writing selects the
illustration based on task appropriateness. Participants receive $3 for the writing phase.
In the story revision phase, participants revise stories based on a set of feedback. After
reviewing their stories at the start of the phase, participants receive three pieces of feedback.
The task interface presents one piece of feedback at a time. Participants select a button to
reveal the next piece of feedback. After feedback delivery, we ask participants to complete
a survey about their affective states and perceptions of the feedback set and its perceived
source. Then participants revise their original story to improve its quality. Participants
receive an additional $2 for the revision phase. To discourage satisficing, we offer a $1 bonus
if they demonstrate significant effort during the revision phase. In total, top 30.9% of all
participants ranked by edited character count receive the bonus.
5.1.3 Feedback Pool
The feedback assigned to participants came from a feedback pool consisting of six pairs
of positive and negative feedback (Table 5.1). Each pair was adapted from one piece of
authentic feedback collected online. We used five stories from a pilot study to collect a large
set of authentic feedback on the story plots. From the set, we selected six pieces of feedback
that gave revision advice on story content. The feedback type was decided based on prior
work about effective feedback [165].
To ensure each piece of feedback suggested a similar degree of revision, we recruited 30
online judges from Amazon Mechanical Turk to rate the actionability levels. Each judge
reviewed 7 pieces of feedback including the 6 pieces of authentic feedback and one duplicate
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for quality control. For each piece of feedback, the judge rated the extent of revision needed
if the feedback was accepted on a 7-point scale from 1 (No Revision Needed) to 7 (Major
Revision Needed). We discarded the ratings from judges who rated the duplicate piece of
feedback noticeably different (larger than two units) from its counterpart. The final average
actionability rating across the feedback set was 4.12 (SE=0.26), and there was no significant
difference between the ratings of any two pieces of feedback. The valence levels of the
feedback pool were also adjusted and validated in the same manner. In the end, all adjusted
positive feedback have similar positive valence levels (µ=5.38, SE=0.26), and the negative
feedback have similar negative valence levels (µ=2.68, SE=0.20).
Positive Valence Version Negative Valence Version
I really loved the story. I would change a
couple of things. The story would be more
interesting if more details were given. For
example, what happened to his parents? In
what ways does he feel different from the chil-
dren? Does he miss living like an elephant?
I teach young children and I would read this
story to my class.
A pretty boring story. I would change a cou-
ple of things. The story would be more inter-
esting if more details were given. For exam-
ple, what happened to his parents? In what
ways does he feel different from the children?
Does he miss living like an elephant? I teach
young children and I may not read this story
to my class.
Great story! I think the new student also
needs to introduce himself to the class so they
can learn more about him. He can tell them
where he is from, about how it is different
from his new home area, what he likes to
do, etc, so they can get to know him. The
teacher can also ask the classmates to speak
up if there is anything they like that the new
student likes. That may make both the new
student and the classmates more comfortable
and willing to accept each other.
Quite a boring story. Some more details may
make the story less plain. I think the new
student also needs to introduce himself to the
class so they can learn more about him. He
can tell them where he is from, about how it
is different from his new home area, what he
likes to do, etc, so they can get to know him.
The teacher can also ask the classmates to
speak up if there is anything they like that
the new student likes. That may make both
the new student and the classmates more
comfortable and willing to accept each other.
Table 5.1: The feedback pool from which the research team assigned three pieces of feedback
to each initial story. At most one piece of feedback was assigned from each feedback pair
(each row). The left and right columns show the positive and negative valence versions of
the feedback, respectively.
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Overall a great story. Since this is a chil-
dren’s story, it should have more descrip-
tions. Maybe describe the new student, what
he looks like, what his voice sounds like, how
big he is and how he interacts with his fam-
ily and others in his neighborhood. How did
he do at lunch time, what did he eat, what
kind of desk did he use? Those may make
the story even better.
Overall a pretty boring story. Since this is
a children’s story, it should at least have
more descriptions. Maybe describe the new
student, what he looks like, what his voice
sounds like, how big he is and how he inter-
acts with his family and others in his neigh-
borhood. How did he do at lunch time, what
did he eat, what kind of desk did he use?
Those may make the story less boring.
Great story. You should add more details
to make it even better. I would like for the
new student to make a special friend. Maybe
someone can be nice and introduce them-
selves. It will be an even happier ending to
the story. The new student should speak in
front of the class and maybe answer some
questions about being so big or about being
an elephant. Good job overall!
Nothing very exciting. You could at least
add more details. Maybe the new student
could make a special friend. Someone can be
nice and introduce themselves. It will make
the ending a bit less plain. The new student
should speak in front of the class and maybe
answer some questions about being so big or
about being an elephant. Boring story over-
all.
Sweet story. Would be more powerful with
more details. Children might be interested
in something more specific that they can re-
late to. In other words, that a new kid in
school, who may be outwardly different from
the other kids, could look at and relate to.
Maybe the elephant learning to play baseball
with his trunk? Or joining that band in the
trombone section? Thank you for the story,
a lot of fun!
Boring story. Would be less plain with more
details. Children might be interested in
something more specific that they can re-
late to. In other words, that a new kid in
school, who may be outwardly different from
the other kids, could look at and relate to.
Maybe the elephant learning to play base-
ball with his trunk? Or joining that band in




My daughter may love this story. I would
like to read a bit more about the elephant’s
first day in the classroom - how he sat down,
how the other children reacted, how he par-
ticipated in the classroom work, and how the
teacher treated him. I think that those de-
tails might add some more color to the story
and perhaps even a bit more tension.
I probably wouldn’t read this story to my
daughter, just too boring. Maybe you can
talk a bit more about the elephant’s first day
in the classroom - how he sat down, how the
other children reacted, how he participated
in the classroom work, and how the teacher
treated him. I think that those details might
add some more color to the story and perhaps
even a bit more tension.
Table 5.1 cont.
5.1.4 Participants
In total, 270 participants complete the experiment. All participants are recruited from
Amazon Mechanical Turk and located in the U.S. All participants have finished more than
500 HITs and a minimum 95% approval rate. Among the participants, 40% are males, 60%
females; 98.1% report English as their first language; 86.3% have read stories to children;
39.3% are parents of children younger than 15 years old. Regarding the age distribution,
9.6% were 18-24 years old, 42.2% 25-34 years old, 27.4% 35-44 years old, and 20.7% 45
years or older. Regarding the education level distribution, 40.8% report high school or lower
as their highest academic degree earned, 44.8% undergraduate degree, and 14.4% graduate
degree. Since most workers on AMT earn at or below minimum wage [166], we assume that
the participants were novice content creators rather than professional writers.
5.1.5 Procedure
Participants read an IRB consent form and fill out a demographic survey at the beginning
of the experiment. The task instruction also informs the participants about the following
revision phase. Then we give participants two hours to compose their initial stories. After
all stories are collected, the research team selects three feedback pairs from a 6-pair feedback
pool for each story based on their appropriateness for the plot (Table 5.1). Each pair includes
one piece of positive and one piece of negative feedback, and both pieces are derived from
the same piece of authentic feedback. For the three feedback pairs selected by the research
team, a Python script randomly selects one piece of feedback from each pair, and two piece
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of positive feedback and one piece of negative feedback in total. For 22.3% of the stories,
there are fewer than three feedback pairs applicable to the plot and we thus exclude these
stories from the revision phase. While assigning feedback for all stories, we monitor how
many times each feedback pair has been selected and adjust to ensure an even allocation
of the 6 pairs. Two days after participants finish the writing phase, we launch the revision
phase and notify the participants via email. 74.6% of all qualified participants complete the
revision phase. The task presents the feedback in different valence orders and with different
source cues based on experiment conditions (Figure 5.1). The participants have two hours
to finish the revision phase.
5.1.6 Measurements
We collected three sets of measurements:
• Affective states: how distressed / upset / enthusiastic / inspired / excited / happy
they felt after receiving the feedback.
• Perceptions of the feedback and its source: how useful / positive / fair they perceived
the feedback to be, how knowledgeable / polite the feedback sources to be, and how
good they perceive their writing skill to be after receiving the feedback.
• Revision: how much time participants spent writing the initial story, reading the
feedback, and revising the story; how much the story changed during the revision in
terms of self- and expert-rated quality improvement, and edit distance between the
initial and revised stories.
We collected the first two sets of measurements from the survey, which included 13 state-
ments regarding participants affective states (6 items adapted from PANAS [150]), their
perceptions of the feedback (3 items) and its source (2 items), and confidence in writing
skills (2 items). Metrics related to revision extents were derived from participants’ action
logs. For the quality improvement rating, two experts in English writing each rated all 270
stories. The rating interface presented both the initial and revised versions side by side, and
the experts rated how much the revision had improved the quality of the story on a 7-point
scale (-3: the original has much higher quality; +3: the revised has much higher quality; 0:
no noticeable quality difference). For 91.7% of all stories, the rating difference between the
experts was smaller or equal to one unit on the scale. We averaged the two ratings as the




In the following subsections, we report the most interesting patterns in our data. Figure
5.3 summarizes the results.
5.2.1 Participants are most motivated when reading negative feedback last.
An ANOVA shows that Valence Order has a main effect on the ratings of enthusiasm
(F[2, 267]=3.96, p=.02), excitement (F[2, 267]=3.51, p=.03), and happiness (F[2, 267]=3.61,
p=.03). See Figure 5.4. Participants report significant higher ratings in the negative last
condition (enthusiasm: µ=4.96, SE=0.17; excitement: µ=4.73, SE=0.18; happiness: µ=5.01,
SE=0.16) than in the negative first condition (enthusiasm: µ=4.30, SE=0.16; excitement:
µ=4.10, SE=0.17; happiness: µ=4.46, SE=0.16; p<.05). Simply presenting the same feed-
back in different orders increases participants’ enthusiasm by 11.0%, excitement by 10.5%,
and happiness by 9.2% on a 7-point scale. In general, the later in the order participants
read the negative feedback, the more enthusiastic, more excited, and happier they are. In
the negative last condition, participants may view the first two pieces of positive feedback
as an affirmation of the quality of their stories and become more resilient to the influence
of the negative feedback. There is no significant effect of Source on participants’ affective
states.
5.2.2 Participants report most favorable perception of the feedback when reading the
negative feedback last.
Participants in negative last condition rate the feedback set marginally fairer (µ=5.70,
SE=0.14) than in the negative first condition (µ=5.33, SE=0.14; p=.06). The feedback
positivity and usefulness ratings also show the same trends, but does not reach statistical
significance. On average, participants rate the feedback fairer by 6.2%, more positive by
5.3%, and more useful by 5.2% on a 7-point scale in the negative last condition in comparison
with the negative first condition. Source does not have a statistical effect on participants’
perception of the feedback measured in the experiment.
5.2.3 Anonymity tends to improve affective states and perceptions of feedback and its
source.
Despite the lack of statistical significance, we observe interesting trends consistent with
prior work regarding feedback source anonymity [27]. Our results show source anonymity
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Figure 5.3: Measurements collected during the experiment. For all charts, the left / center /
right groups of bars represent results from negative feedback presented first / between / last
conditions. We also color-coded all bars according to source conditions: expert, anonymous
(darkest), and peer (lightest). The vertical axes cover both the minimum and maximum (if
applicable) range of the measurements.
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tends to improve participants’ affective states and lead to more favorable perceptions of
the feedback set and its source. In the anonymous condition, participants report being
4.8% more enthusiastic, 5.7% more inspired, 4.6% more excited, 2.9% happier, 4.4% less
distressed, and 2.6% less upset than in the peer and expert conditions. Participants also
rate the feedback 4.1% more useful, 2.2% more positive, 3.4% fairer, and the feedback source
2.7% more knowledgeable, 1.4% politer on a 7-point scale in the anonymous condition.
Contrary to prior work [89], our results show there is no statistical difference in task per-
formance between the expert and peer cue conditions. Participants in the expert condition
spend more time reviewing the feedback (µ=94.3 sec, SE=12.2) than in the peer condition
(µ=68.8 sec, SE=12.2), but they perceive the source in the peer condition (µ=4.90, SE=0.15)
to be nearly as knowledgeable as in the expert condition (µ=5.02, SE=0.15). There is also
no statistical difference in the edit distance or quality improvement.
One potential reason may be participants’ familiarity with the writing task. 86.3% of
the participants report having told stories to young children. Participants with storytelling
experience self-report significantly higher quality improvement (µ=5.38, SE=0.08) in com-
parison with the participants without (µ=4.89, SE=0.23; t(268)=2.17, p=.031). Participants
familiar with the task were more confident in their performance and their writing skill (par-
ticipants w/ exp.: µ=3.78, SE=0.10; w/o: µ=3.41, SE=0.26). Prior work shows people with
higher self-efficacy are less receptive to feedback [167]. The participants’ familiarity with the
task domain may therefore have affected how they perceived the source cues.
5.2.4 Improved affective states and feedback perception lead to more revision.
Neither Valance Order nor Source has a significant effect on the edit distance (µ=1327.56,
SD=1025.82), feedback accepted count (µ=2.12, SD=0.06), and expert-rated quality im-
provement (µ=1.37, SD=0.86). Edit distance is significantly correlated with the feedback
accepted count (Pearson’s r=.41; p<.01) and quality improvement (r=.73; p<.01). The
more participants edited their essays, the higher the quality improvement ratings are (Table
5.2). We also observe significant but weak correlations between the edit distance and ratings
of enthusiasm (r=.14; p<.05), excitement (r=.15; p<.05), and inspiration (r=.17; p<.01).
More motivated participants tend to revise their work more; therefore methods to improve
motivation such as ordering feedback by valence as done in this study, providing immediate
positive feedback [84], or wrapping feedback with positive language [27] as done in prior work
can foster revision. Interestingly, participants’ distress level also has a positive correlation
with the edit distance (r=.13, p<.05). This correlation may be caused by the acceptance
of negative feedback, which increases the edit distance and distress level at the same time.
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Participants are more likely to accept feedback that leaves more favorable impressions. Edit
distance has significant correlations with how useful (r=.18, p<.01), positive (r=.12, p<.05),





happy -0.03 0.05 -0.07
upset 0.1 -0.02 0.05
distress 0.13 -0.02 0.1
excited 0.15 0.13 0.06
enthusiasm 0.14 0.18 0.06
inspired 0.17 0.18 0.07
feedback positive 0.12 0.21 0.11
feedback useful 0.18 0.19 0.17
feedback fair 0.21 0.24 0.27
Table 5.2: Correlation table between revision extent metrics and participants’ affective states
and feedback perception. More favorable perception of the feedback set and more positive
affective states correlate with a greater degree of revision.
5.2.5 Female participants were more receptive to feedback
Table 5.3 shows the gender difference in our results. Prior work finds women are more
influenced by verbal evaluative feedback than men [168]. In our experiment, female partici-
pants accepted significantly more pieces of feedback (µ=2.23, SE=0.07) and spent marginally
longer time reading feedback (µ=1.62 min, SE=0.17) than male participants (µ=1.94, SE=0.09,
t(268)=-2.53, p=.012; µ=1.16 min, SE=0.15, t(268)=-1.92, p=.056). Female participants
also edited their stories more (µ=1495.35, SE=80.53), spent more time editing (µ=28.65,
SE=1.93), and reported higher self-rated quality improvement (µ=5.49, SE=0.09) than male
participants (µ=1075.87, SE=93.78, t(268)=-3.35, p<.001; µ=21.77, SE=2.32, t(268)=-2.27,
p=.024; µ=5.03, SE=0.14, t(268)=-2.92, p=.004 respectively).
On the other hand, negative feedback had a stronger influence on female participants’
affective states. Female participants reported feeling more distressed (µ=2.72, SE=0.12),
more upset (µ=2.58, SE=0.12), and marginally less happy (µ=4.54, SE=0.14) compared to
male participants (µ=2.17, SE=0.14, t(268)=-2.85, p=.005; µ=2.05, SE=0.13, t(268)=-2.89,
p=.004; µ=4.88, SE=0.15, t(268)=1.86, p=.064). In sum, female participants were more
likely to accept and be influenced by the feedback.
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Figure 5.4: This chart shows the ratings for enthusiasm, excitement, and happiness; clus-
tered by feedback ordering. Presenting negative feedback last resulted in higher ratings of
participants’ affective states.
Female Male
accepted count * 2.23 (.07) 1.94 (.09)
feedback reading time 1.62 (.17) min 1.16 (.15) min
edited char count ** 1495.35 (194.7) 1075.87 (147.7)
story editing time * 28.65 (1.93) min 21.77 (2.32) min
distressed ** 2.72 (.13) 2.17 (.14)
upset ** 2.58 (.12) 2.05 (.13)
happy 4.54 (.11) 4.88 (.15)
Table 5.3: Gender comparison between feedback receptivity and affective states. Standard
errors of the means are included in parenthesis. For each row, ‘*’ indicates significance level
of p<.05, and ‘**’ indicates p<.01.
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5.2.6 Manipulation check
The design of the experiment assumes that participants would read the feedback top to
bottom — in the order that it is presented for each experimental condition. It is possible
that content creators selectively read the feedback in orders of their preference, regardless
of how the results are ordered on the screen. To test this possibility, we conduct a post
hoc experiment on AMT where participants review three pieces of feedback and self-report
the order they follow. Participants first review the same design as the one used for the
original study in a task interface identical to the one used in the main experiment. Then
they move on to a second screen that presents three pieces of feedback (two positive ones
and one negative). Lastly, they answer a single-choice question to report the order in which
they read the feedback. See Figure 5.5. Out of the 30 participants, 29 report reviewing the
feedback from top to bottom. The other one selects “other” orders without giving a specific
explanation. These results indicate participants in the main study should follow the same
pattern and review the feedback in the provided order.
Another question is about the feedback set used in the study. Here we have six feed-
back pairs with positive and negative valence variations. Although we have fine-tuned the
language so all six pieces of negative feedback have similar levels of negative valence, the
experiment did not control for feedback that was directed at the content vs. directed at the
creator of that content. To examine whether there is a difference between feedback directed
at the content vs the creator, we modified each piece of feedback in the pool to be directed
at the content or its creator. Thirty participants recruited from AMT review the feedback
and rate the perceived valence on a seven-point scale (Figure 5.6). Our results show there is
no significant difference between the two (person: mean=2.67, sd=1.69; design: mean=2.83,
sd=1.15). In other words, the uncontrolled balance of content and creator targeted feedback
should not affect our main results significantly. Meanwhile, the positive feedback indeed
received a significant higher rating (mean=5.57, sd=0.94) that the negative ones.
5.3 DISCUSSION
Our results show presenting negative feedback last improves participants’ affective states
and perception of the feedback set. A post hoc experiment confirmed that participants likely
read the feedback in the same order as it was presented. Cues of the feedback source have no
significant effect on participants’ affective states, and no effect on perceptions of the feedback
set and its providers. There is no interaction between valence order and feedback source.
In our experiment, participants receive three pieces of feedback for the initial story. This
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makes the experiment tractable and gives the necessary control, but future work should test
whether our results generalize to different sizes and valence balances of a feedback set. For
larger feedback sets, platform designers could choose to select representative pieces of the
feedback to summarize the larger set. Some online platforms, such as Amazon.com, have
already adopted this method by showing the highest rated positive and negative reviews
as a summary. This presentation mechanism allows users to quickly grasp the key insights
without spending significant time consuming all reviews. Online design communities may
explore similar techniques based on the valence level and the popularity of the feedback.
Similar techniques could also be used in creativity support tools for writing. When pre-
senting comments collected from external reviewers, writing support tools could offer positive
valence comments first and negative ones last. In the case where there is a large quantity of
comments or when it is difficult to re-order the feedback (e.g., for inline comments), the tool
could show only the positive comments as the default and users could access the additional
feedback through interaction. On the other hand, tools could prompt feedback providers
to write separately about the positive aspects of the work, and display a summary of these
responses first. Future work could also test data-driven approaches that automate positive
valence feedback. The system could compare content creators’ performance, in terms of
grammatical error rate or estimated vocabulary size, against their own prior writing or their
peers, and report the positive results.
In our experiment, we achieve different levels of valence by adjusting the language of the
feedback. Our results may also generalize to other visual indicators of valence. Platform
designers in creative domains could take inspiration from other online review services. Some
online work platforms deliver feedback along with valence indicators such as upvote/down-
vote in performance review or job approval/rejection scenarios. These indicators make it
straightforward for platform designers to order feedback by valence. Another common form
of a valence indicator is a numeric rating such as star ratings or scores on review sites.
Fine-grained ratings make it easy to compare the valence levels among feedback. Platform
designers could implement these valence indicators in online feedback collection services and
facilitate the valence ordering process.
Feedback valence order has the same influence across the source conditions in our study.
The valence order may therefore have similar effects on platforms where feedback providers
have different social identities and expertise. The participants in our study are mainly novice
content creators. Experienced content creators may react differently to the manipulations.
Prior work shows experts seek negative feedback more actively than novices [169]. Negative
feedback may therefore have a weaker impact on experienced content creators. Future work
should test whether experience level of content creators interacts with valence order.
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Figure 5.5: Screenshots of the manipulation check task: feedback presentation page (top);
survey (bottom).
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Figure 5.6: Screenshot of the manipulation check task. On this page, participants rate
the perceived valence level of the feedback targeting at the work or the content creator
respectively.
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CHAPTER 6: EMPATHY AROUSAL & INGROUP FRAMING
The prior chapters focused on techniques directed at the content creator: one to promote
resilience to negative feedback and the other to buffer the effects of negative feedback by
presenting it last. In this chapter, we explore a technique aimed at the feedback provider –
to increase their motivation to write constructive feedback. Even the most effective method
cannot make content generators ignore the negative tone in the feedback completely while
accepting the constructive advice. Therefore, for the last part of my thesis, I explore ways to
discourage feedback providers from writing negative feedback in the first place. Specifically,
we are interested in studying whether empathy arousal via narratives and ingroup framing
could achieve such goals. Empathy is a vicarious response to another’s emotional states.
High level of empathy towards content creators may discourage the generation of negative
feedback. Ingroup framing has close relationship with empathy. Perceiving others as ingroup
members could increase the likelihood of empathy arousal. In this chapter, we hypothesize
that platform designers should prioritize the relationship between the feedback provider
and recipients. The combination of ingroup framing and empathy arousal mechanisms may
induce higher quality feedback and written with a more constructive tone.
In this study, we study interventions that operationalize empathy to improve feedback
quality and discourage negative feedback. Providing constructive feedback is a type of proso-
cial behavior. One empirically validated way to promote prosocial behavior is by eliciting
empathy [131, 170, 171]. In our experiment, we examined two empathy-based approaches:
narrative empathy and ingroup framing, and whether they could improve feedback quality
and mitigate negative feedback. In the context of feedback exchange, empathy may en-
courage effort and thus higher quality feedback. It also reduces the likelihood of aggressive
behaviors and promotes intervening action when negative feedback occurs. While there are
many ways to arouse empathy, in our experiment, we chose narratives as they are applicable
for most online platforms. Reading narratives from content creators encourages perspective-
taking and improves the effectiveness of feedback [172]. Prior work indicates that empathy
has two core aspects, affective empathy and cognitive empathy [173]. In our work, we exam-
ined the effectiveness of both aspects, testing narratives about experience receiving negative
feedback (affective empathy) and design process of the target work (cognitive empathy).
We also examined how ingroup framing interacts with the empathy narrative interventions.
Ingroup framing is one of the factors that affect empathy and there is extensive literature
studying the interaction between these two [38, 39, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114]. Prior work
shows perceiving others as ingroup members promotes prosocial behaviors [174]. In addi-
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tion, people are more likely to have empathetic feelings towards ingroup members. Following
prior work, we implemented ingroup framing by establishing interdependency between the
feedback provider and the designer and assigning a label to the pair [115]. Then we exam-
ined how ingroup framing interacted with narrative empathy interventions and influenced
feedback composition.
We conducted a 3x2 (n=205) full factorial experiment with two factors: narrative em-
pathy and ingroup framing. Narrative empathy has three levels: design process, negative
experience, and control article. Ingroup framing has two levels: ingroup and control framing.
In the experiment, participants reviewed a poster design, then read a passage with different
content based on the narrative empathy condition, and later wrote feedback for the poster.
Participants performed the task under a group framing or independently based on the in-
group framing condition. Afterward, we recruited domain experts to evaluate the quality of
the collected feedback and used feedback length as a heuristic for effort. We also measured
changes in participants’ attitudes towards negative feedback in pre and post-study surveys.
Our results showed that both the design process and ingroup framing interventions signif-
icantly increased the effort invested in feedback composition by 40% and the final feedback
quality by 30%. The negative experience condition had similar effects, increasing both
measures by 20%. Also, the pre and post-study surveys showed participants experiencing
the negative experience narrative condition reported a significantly more disapproving view
towards negative feedback and significantly more likely to accept responsibility to intervene
if negative feedback occurred, which could reduce the snowballing of negative feedback.
Our work makes three contributions to the CHI community: i) empirical evidence that em-
pathy arousal and team dependency improve feedback exchange; ii) a deeper understanding
of the underlying theories of narrative empathy, ingroup framing, and their interactions; iii)
practical guidelines regarding how platform designers could use these interventions to help
users to receive higher quality feedback while mitigating the prevalence of harsh criticism.
We focused on answering two research questions:
• R1: How do narratives such as reading about the designer’s experience receiving neg-
ative feedback or the design process of the project influence feedback composition and
attitudes towards negative feedback?
• R2: How does ingroup framing influence participants and interact with the effects of
empathy-arousal narratives for the same measures?
We answered these two research questions through an online experiment.
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Figure 6.1: A screengrab of the experimental task. Participants reviewed the poster and
background information for the poster provided by the designer (e.g., the people shown were
the honoree and chairs of the event). They then read a bonus opportunity statement, which
was phrased differently based on the group framing conditions. Participants then wrote




We conducted a 3x2 full factorial experiment with two factors: narrative empathy and
ingroup framing. Narrative empathy had three conditions: negative experience, design pro-
cess, and control article. Ingroup framing had two conditions: ingroup framing and control
framing.
6.1.1 Experimental Task
In the online experiment, we asked participants to review a poster design and then provide
feedback to help the designer to improve it (see Figure 6.1). We collected the design from a
designer (Asian female with 2.5 years of experience at the time of the experiment) recruited
from UpWork, a popular freelancing platform. Participants reviewed the design together
with its background information, including its purpose, target audience, explanations of
design elements, and where it would be displayed. Later, we instructed participants to write
about the strengths and weaknesses of the design and provide actionable and specific advice
to help the designer improve the design. We also promised a bonus for high-quality feedback
to incentivize participants.
6.1.2 Narrative Empathy Factor
Narrative empathy had three conditions: negative experience, design process, and control
article. For all three conditions, participants read a 300-word passage with content based on
experimental conditions (see Table 6.1: negative experience, Table 6.2: design process, Table
6.3: control article. For negative experience, the passage described a prior episode of the
designer receiving negative feedback on a creative project. From a first-person perspective,
the designer recalled who commissioned the design, how s/he received the negative feedback,
and how he s/felt at that moment. We recruited a designer (not the one who provided the
design for the study) from UpWork to compose the passage based on personal experiences.
For the design process condition, the passage described the purpose of the design, design
decisions made in the process, the reason to seek feedback, and how the designer felt about
feedback collection. We asked the designer of the poster to provide the narrative. For both
narratives, we edited the text for brevity and revised passive sentences into active forms, as
prior work showed this style is more effective for arousing empathy [100, 133].
For the control article, the passage described a technological concept, a topic that was
orthogonal to the task, from a third-person perspective. We selected the passage from a news
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One day, I was told to create a design for an upcoming event hosted by a local client.
The client preferred a minimalistic style, meaning it’d be a simple yet visually-appealing
design. I quickly cranked out a couple mock-ups as this was a style that I had created
similar designs before.
Later I visited the client to present my designs. I knew something was off when I saw their
smile turn into a frown. Before I could ask for suggestions, I was immediately interrupted.
“This is not at all what I’m looking for,” they said. I’ve dealt with criticism in the past,
but I was not prepared for their rude words. “It’s pathetic and weak-looking.” I turned my
gaze from my designs to their face to see if they would laugh and say “just kidding,” but
their tone became more offensive as they began to harshly analyze my designs further.
“Have you not learned anything from your time working with us? A rookie with no
experience could have made a better mock-up than what I’m looking at.” I was taken
aback. Not quite yelling, but still louder than necessary, they continued in great detail
while the others watched. “It’s juvenile and low-quality. If you can’t handle these simple
projects, then maybe I need to find someone else who can.”
These condescending words were coming from someone that I respected. The fact that it
came from someone close to me who generally supported me and my work made the situ-
ation worse. I was visibly hurt, and embarrassed by the way that I was being addressed.
It was unexpected and uncalled for. It’s one thing to criticize my work, but to go after
my skills and abilities and imply that I’m not good enough is extreme.
Table 6.1: Negative experience narrative: The passage described a prior episode of the
designer receiving negative feedback on a creative project.
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site and revised it to match the length of the other two narratives. For all three passages,
we rephrased some sentences so they had the same level of readability (negative experience:
6.18; design process: 6.30; control article: 7.00 evaluated by Automated Readability Index
[175]).
6.1.3 Ingroup framing factor
Group framing had two conditions: ingroup framing and control framing. Participants
read different instructions throughout the task based on the conditions (see Table 6.4). For
the ingroup framing condition, we informed the participants that we had grouped them and
the poster designer as a team. Following prior work, the team was assigned an arbitrary
and neutral label, namely “Team Orange”. We also created interdependency between the
participant and the designer by promising a team-based bonus. We informed the participants
that a domain expert would rate the usefulness of their feedback by evaluating how much
the designer improved the design using their feedback. The top 10 teams with the highest
rating would share a bonus of 8,4 for each person. For the control framing condition, we
instructed participants to complete the task independently. A domain expert will rate how
useful their feedback was by evaluating its potential to help the designer improve the design.
The participants writing the feedback rated in the top 10 would receive a bonus of $4.
Throughout the experiment, we referred to the provider of the design as “your teammate”
or “the designer” respectively based on the group framing condition.
6.1.4 Procedure
In total, 205 participants (see Table 6.5 for condition breakdown) finished the experi-
ment. Figure 6.2 shows the experimental flow of the task. All participants went through
an informed consent process. After that, participants reviewed an overview page describing
the workflow of the task. Part of the instruction was composed differently based on the
group framing conditions. Before reviewing the poster and the narratives, participants filled
out a pre-study survey measuring their empathy quotients and attitudes towards negative
feedback. Later, participants reviewed the design and read a passage based on narrative
empathy conditions. Last, participants composed feedback for the design and filled out a
post-study survey regarding their perception of the designer and their attitudes towards
negative feedback.
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As a member of the company, I had a significant influence on its design. The poster needs
to include the logos of the company and the sponsors. The event information and logo
also need to be there. Another need was to have photos of the honoree and chairs of the
event. They had ties to a local sports team and could help promote the event. My biggest
concern with the poster is that it’s difficult to determine what type of event it is just by
looking at it. The only way to fully understand the event is to go the ticket website link
and learn more. I believe that’s what my manager hoped would happen. The people at
the center would drive traffic to our ticket website.
Because the design is Philly themed we went with a picture of the skyline for the back-
ground. The company used the original image for previous years’ promotional material.
So I altered the colors and blurred it to make it somewhat indistinguishable. The edits
also allowed the text to stand out and the individuals’ headshots to be a focal point. I
choose to render all sponsor logos in white. This more consistent color profile also helps
to play down that section. The font is Futura, which I like to use because of it is minimal
and includes many weights. Weight options are key to creating a hierarchy of importance
with text.
I’m happy with how it turned out given the circumstances I was working under. The
poster was intended to be displayed throughout the city including public commute. It’s
simple and eye-catching in those settings. I did a good job at updating the original
material to the current advertising style.
Table 6.2: Design process narrative: The passage described the purpose of the design, design
decisions made in the process, the reason to seek feedback, and how the designer felt about
feedback collection.
Figure 6.2: Experimental flow chart of the study. At the beginning of the study, all partic-
ipants were evenly divided into two groups, one reviewing the ingroup framing instructions
and the other control framing. Then all participants filled the same pre-study survey and
reviewed the design. Afterward, participants read different passages based on narrative em-
pathy conditions. Participants then provided feedback for the design and filled a post-study
survey.
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When an object is cool and warm air touches the cool object, the air cools and droplets of
water forms on the outside of the object. This is the result of the hot and cold air coming
into contact with each other. This water in the air is called water vapor. Water vapor is
in the form of a gas. Characteristics of water vapor include it being colorless, odorless,
invisible, and has no taste. Humidity is the amount of water vapor in the air. When the
in the air turns into a gas it is called evaporation.
Water vapor gets into the air day through the process of evaporation. Ocean water,
and other bodies of water, is turned into water vapor using the energy from the sun. The
molecules of the water is absorbed by the Sun’s energy near the surface of the water which
then evaporates into the air. The changing of a gas into a liquid is called condensation.
An example of condensation is the water which covers a mirror following a hot shower.
Another large source of water vapor in the air is when the plants absorb water through
their roots and stems into their leaves. The leaves then give off water. The process of
plants releasing water into the air is called transpiration.
All of the water in the air, whether it is from the world’s ocean and other bodies of water,
the water on a mirror following a hot shower, or the water a plant releases into the air; it
is all called humidity because it is the amount of water vapor in the air.
Table 6.3: Control article
Ingroup Framing Condition
To reward high performance, we offer a bonus opportunity in this HIT. We have grouped
the designer of the poster and you as Team Orange and you two will collaborate on this
task. After you submit the HIT, the designer of the poster will review your feedback
and try to revise the design accordingly. A domain expert will rate the success of your
collaboration by evaluating the improvement in the design based on the feedback that
you provide. The teams who score in the top 10 will share a cash bonus of 8,4 per team
member.
Control Framing Condition
To reward high performance, we offer a bonus opportunity in this HIT. We ask you to
complete this task independently. Your feedback should help the designer improve the
poster. A domain expert will rate how useful your feedback is by evaluating its potential
for helping the designer improve the poster. The participants whose feedback is ranked
in the top 10 will earn a cash bonus of $4.
Table 6.4: Participants read different statements about a bonus opportunity based on in-
group framing experimental conditions. Other task instructions also referred to the content




Due to the scale of the experiment, we conducted the experiment on Amazon Mechanical
Turk (AMT). To ensure participants were representative of feedback exchange platform users,
we adopted a screening process where they answered a question regarding their experience
in providing design feedback. To warrant truthful answers, we asked the same screening
question again in the post-study survey. Participants with inconsistent answers to these two
questions were excluded from the final analysis.
A common issue on AMT was workers’ satisfying behaviors [176]. To minimize this behav-
ior, we implemented a series of confirmation checks to ensure participants were performing
the tasks as requested throughout the experiment. Participants answered questions about
the assigned team label and the content of the narratives. We also added a confirmation
check in the pre and post-study surveys about their opinions on an issue unrelated to the
experimental manipulation. Participants estimated the popularity of feedback exchange
platforms and the participants with notably different answers between the pre and post-
study surveys (more than 2 point difference on a 7-point scale) were excluded from the data
set. We also excluded participants who repeatedly attempted to skip experimental tasks and
participants who spent an unusually long time on the task (two standard deviations higher
than the average) from the final analysis.
In the final participant pool, 57% were female, 43% male; 13% were 18-24 years old, 44%
25-34 years old, 25% 35-44 years old, 18% 45-65 years old; 10% had higher school or lower
degree, 41% some college or associate degree, 38% bachelor’s degree, 12% graduate degree.
Regarding the feedback collection experience, 22% received feedback daily, 34% monthly,
32% weekly, and 11% yearly. For the frequency of receiving negative feedback, 11% had
never received negative feedback, 19% daily, 28% weekly, 31% monthly, and 12% yearly. We
paid each participant $4 ($13.5/hr) upon task completion. Workers who failed attention
checks received a payment proportional to HIT duration up to $4. All participants had
finished more than 500 HITs on AMT and had a pass rate higher than 98%.
6.1.6 Measurement
The main measures included feedback quality, feedback length, and attitudes towards
negative feedback. Prior work has used feedback quality and invested effort (measured
by feedback length) to evaluate feedback because they directly impact how much content
creators would benefit from the feedback [1, 40, 41, 43, 177, 178, 179, 180]. For feedback
quality, we hired two domain experts from UpWork to rate the quality of the collected
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feedback separately. We share the instructions feedback providers received with the experts,
and asked them to use their own judgment to decide the quality of the feedback. Each expert
started with a calibration phase where they rated 30 pieces of randomly sampled feedback.
We instructed the experts to use the entire 7-point scale in calibration and rate the rest of
the feedback set using the same standard. Both experts gave similar ratings to the feedback
(Pearson’s r=0.53), and we averaged the ratings as the final measure. We also measured
feedback length as a heuristic of the level of invested effort. To examine whether interventions
would lead to changes in feedback content and sentiment, one researcher coded the collected
feedback at a sentence level using an established feedback schema [181]. Following prior
work, we used LIWC to analyze the feedback and examined ratings in relevant categories
[182, 183].
We also created an 8-question survey measuring participants’ attitudes toward negative
feedback to gauge how likely they would take proactive interventions against negative feed-
back. The survey was crafted based on prior survey work about harassment and bystander
intervention [184]. As Table 6.6 shows, the survey had three sections, focusing on par-
ticipants’ attitudes toward the recipients of negative feedback, the occurrence of negative
feedback, and their tendency to intervene. At the beginning of the survey, participants re-
viewed the definition of negative feedback and an example to avoid confusion about later
survey questions. To measure changes in their attitudes, participants answered the same set
of questions twice before and after the experimental task.
For confirmation checks of the narrative empathy manipulation, participants answered
two questions about to what degree they had tried to provide feedback from the designer’s
perspective (see Table 6.6). Since only participants in the negative experience condition read
about the negative feedback the designer had received before, we used perspective taking
as a heuristic for their empathy towards the designer. The question was adapted from
prior work on interpersonal empathy [185]. For confirmation checks of the ingroup framing
manipulation, we used the classic Inclusion of Other in the Self (IOS) scale [186]. We also
included an 8-question survey to measure the empathy quotient of the participants and use
it as a covariate in the analyses to address individual differences [187].
6.2 RESULTS
Below we report the significant patterns in our results.
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Control Article Negative Experience Design Process
Control Framing 34 34 38
Ingroup Framing 34 32 33
Table 6.5: Participant count breakdown by experimental condition. There were 205 partic-
ipants in total.
General Attitudes Towards Negative feedback Recipients
• I feel very sorry for people when they receive negative feedback.
• I have tender, concerned feelings for people who receive negative feedback.
General Attitudes Towards Negative feedback
• It is evident to me that people who receive negative feedback need support from other
members on the same online platform.
• If someone writes negative feedback, people should realize it is a necessary experience
for them to grow.
• I think such negative feedback is hurtful and damaging to people.
General Tendency of Intervention
• I feel personally responsible to intervene and offer support to people when they receive
negative feedback.
• Even if I am not the one providing the negative feedback, it is still my responsibility to
try to discourage others from doing so.
• I believe that my actions can help to reduce the occurrence of negative feedback.
Perspective Taking
• I tried to make my feedback more useful by imagining how the designer of the poster
would react to it.
• I was more concerned about whether my feedback would be useful than how the designer
of the poster would react to it.
Table 6.6: Questions in the post-study survey. Participants rated their level of agreement for
each statement on a scale from 1 to 7 (strongly agree). Except for the two perspective-taking
questions, the other eight questions were also asked in the pre-study survey.
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6.2.1 All Interventions Increased Feedback Quality
A two-way ANOVA showed narrative empathy improved feedback quality (F[2, 198]=2.47,
p=.088). Participants wrote higher quality feedback in the design process condition (µ=3.81,
sd=1.03) than in the control article condition (µ=3.38, sd=1.42; p=.072 after Tukey’s HSD
adjustment; Cohen’s d=0.35). Participants in the negative experience condition wrote feed-
back of similar quality (µ=3.56, sd=1.07; adj. p=.638; d=0.14) in comparison to the control
article condition. We also observed a significant interaction between the two factors (F[2,
198]=4.05, p=.019). Ingroup framing tended to increase the feedback quality in the control
article condition (F[1, 198]=1.85, p=.176; d=0.65). There was no significant difference be-
tween the ingroup framing (µ=3.70, sd=1.22) and the control framing condition (µ= 3.48,
sd=1.16; adj. p=.175; d=0.19).
As shown in Figure 6.3, all five intervention conditions resulted in higher feedback ratings
compared to the control framing/control article condition. For the five pair-wise planned
comparisons, we adjusted the p-value threshold using Holm’s Bonferroni method to mini-
mize familywise error [188]. In comparison with the control framing/control article condition
(µ=2.94, sd=1.19), participants provided significantly higher quality feedback in the con-
trol framing/design process (µ=3.88, sd=0.97; adj. p=.002; d=0.87), ingroup framing/de-
sign process (µ=3.73, sd=1.10; adj. p=.026; d=0.69), and ingroup framing/control article
(µ=3.82, sd=1.51; adj. p=.028; d=0.65) conditions. The ingroup framing/negative expe-
rience (µ=3.55, sd=1.00; adj. p=.057; d=0.55) and control framing/negative experience
(µ=3.57, sd=1.14; adj. p=.057; d=0.54) conditions also increased feedback quality.
6.2.2 Design Experience and Ingroup Framing Increased Levels of Effort Invested
A two-way ANOVA showed narrative empathy had a main effect (F[2, 198]=3.04, p=.050).
Participants in the design process condition (µ=938.0, sd=433.4) wrote longer feedback than
the ones in the control article condition (µ=800.7, sd=433.4; adj. p=.17; d=0.29). Negative
experience narrative (µ=757.1, sd=403.6; adj. p=.84; d=0.09) had no effect. We also
observed a weak interaction effect between the two factors (F[2, 198]=2.85, p=.060). Ingroup
framing led to significant differences when participants read the control article. We report
the pairwise differences in detail below. Ingroup framing had no effects (F[1, 198]=0.53,
p=.468; d=0.10). There was no significant difference between the ingroup framing (µ=858.1,
sd=445.8) and the control framing condition (µ= 812.0, sd=476.6; adj. p=.468).
As Figure 6.4 shows, all five intervention conditions reported longer feedback lengths than
the control framing/control article condition. In comparison with the control framing/control
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Figure 6.3: Feedback quality across conditions. In comparison with the leftmost control
framing/control article condition, both ingroup framing and design process increased rat-
ings of feedback quality. Negative experience had a similar effect. Here we label all group
conditions in the format of “A / B”. A indicates the group framing condition: Ingroup fram-
ing or Control framing, and B indicates the narrative empathy condition: Design process,
Negative experience, or Control article.
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article condition (µ=668.6, sd=450.1), participants provided significantly longer feedback in
the control framing/design process condition (µ=961.0, sd=478.5; adj. p=.047; d=0.63),
and notably longer feedback in the ingroup framing/design process (µ=911.5, sd=380.5; adj.
p=.080; d=0.58) and ingroup framing/control article condition (µ=932.8, sd=566.6; adj.
p=.111; d=0.52) conditions. Participants tended to write more in the control framing/neg-
ative experience (µ=788.7, sd=464.9; adj. p=.573; d=0.26) and ingroup framing/negative
experience (µ=723.5, sd=330.4; adj. p=.566; d=0.14) conditions.
6.2.3 Feedback Tends to Have More Positive Tones
We performed an LIWC analysis on the collected feedback (see Table 6.7). Following
prior work, we used analytical, social, and tone as three main categories because of their
relevance to the task [182]. Our results showed feedback across conditions had similar levels
of analytical and social ratings. Feedback in all the intervention conditions had higher
positive tone than in the control framing/control article condition. We did not observe
statistical differences regarding feedback categories and LIWC ratings. One reason might
be we conducted the study in a realistic setting without offering strong stimulus to negative
feedback as in prior work [5, 182]. Instead, the interventions had significant influences on
how participants perceived negative feedback.
control article design process negative experience
cont. ingr. cont. ingr. cont. ingr.
analyt. 81.3 (19.1) 79.4 (22.1) 77.3 (18.7) 80.3 (12.6) 77.2 (17.5) 82.5 (16.5)













Table 6.7: Mean and (standard deviations) for LIWC analysis across experimental condi-
tions. All three output variables range from 0 to 100. Feedback in the intervention conditions
had higher positive tone (in bold) than in the control framing/control article condition (in
italics). For reference, intervention conditions reported a tone level similar to the one of
natural speech (79.29) while the control framing/control article condition’s level is slightly
lower than the one of Twitter posts (72.24) [189].
6.2.4 No Difference Found Across Conditions Regarding Feedback Categories
After coding the feedback using a scheme developed in prior work [181], we summed the
length of feedback written in each feedback category in each experimental condition. Then we
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Figure 6.4: Feedback length was used as a heuristic for the effort invested in feedback
composition. The leftmost bar represents the control framing/control article condition.
Here we observed a similar trend to the one in feedback quality. Ingroup framing and
design process increased feedback length; negative experience had a similar pattern but less
pronounced.
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normalized the counts to calculate the ratios. There were no significant differences between
the conditions in terms of the ratios of feedback categories. On average, 7.6% of the feedback
was positive only, 18.9% positive and specific, 31.6% problem only, 29.4% solution only, 9.4%
problem and solution, and 3.1% others. On average, participants expanded each feedback
category proportionally when they wrote longer feedback in the intervention conditions.
6.2.5 Negative Experience Led to More Disapproving Stance Against Negative feedback
For participants’ pre and post-study differences in attitudes towards negative feedback,
we summed the differences into three measures: attitudes towards recipients of negative
feedback, attitudes towards negative feedback itself, and tendency to accept responsibility
to help.
Narrative empathy had a main effect on participants’ tendency to accept responsibility
to help (F[2, 198]=3.12, p=.046; see Figure 6.5). In comparison with the control article
condition (µ=0.10, sd=2.22), negative experience (µ=0.83, sd=1.92; adj. p=.076; d=0.35)
tended to make participants more likely to accept responsibility to help. In particular,
the ingroup framing/negative experience condition (µ=1.31, sd=1.71) reported significantly
stronger tendency in comparison with the control framing/control article condition (µ=0.21,
sd=1.67; adj. p=.049; d=0.66).
Figure 6.5: The above charts show how interventions influenced participants’ attitudes to-
wards negative feedback and its recipients. Among the three interventions, negative experi-
ence was most effective. It led to a significantly more disapproving stance towards negative
feedback and made participants significantly more likely to intervene.
Narrative empathy also had a main effect over participants’ attitudes towards negative
feedback (F[2, 198]=6.32, p=.002; see Figure 6.5). In comparison with the control article
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condition (µ=-0.68, sd=2.00), negative experience (µ=0.59, sd=2.05; adj. p=.001; d=0.63)
made participants take a significantly more disapproving stance towards negative feedback.
Interestingly, when participants performed the task without any intervention they reported
more tolerance of negative feedback (paired t-test p=.013; d=0.15). The experience of
providing feedback might make participants more aligned with the perspectives of feedback
providers and more lenient with the behaviors.
For attitudes towards recipients of negative feedback, narrative empathy did not have a
main effect (F[2, 198]= 2.11, p=.124; see Figure 6.5). But both the design process (µ=0.27,
sd=2.02; adj. p=.114; d=0.32) and negative experience (µ=0.09, sd=1.61; adj. p=.343;
d=0.26) conditions led to more empathetic feelings towards the recipients than the control
article condition (µ=-0.35, sd=1.85). In comparison with the control framing/control article
condition (µ=-0.26, sd=1.29), participants in the ingroup framing/design process condition
were notably more supportive to the feedback recipients (µ =0.55, sd=1.50; adj. p=.105;
d=0.58).
6.2.6 Manipulation Checks of Factors
Ingroup framing had a main effect on group perception (F=5.879; p=.016). Participants
in the ingroup framing condition reported significantly higher IOS (µ= 3.45, sd=1.51) than
participants in the control framing (µ=2.90, sd=1.76; adj. p=.016; d=0.34). No significant
effect was detected regarding participants’ perspective-taking. The ingroup framing/nega-
tive experience condition (µ=8.34, sd=2.72) tended to encourage more perspective-taking
in comparison with the control framing/control article condition (µ=7.03, sd=2.54; adj.
p=.235; d=0.50).
6.2.7 Empathy Quotient Caused No Difference
We used participants’ empathy quotient as a covariate to control individual differences in
personalities. This measure did not influence the significance levels of any analysis. The
effects we uncovered in our study were applicable to all participants with various levels of
empathy capabilities.
6.3 DISCUSSION
All the proposed interventions were effective at increasing feedback quality and effort
invested in the task (measured by feedback length). While all participants received the
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same payment and task instructions, ingroup framing increased feedback quality by 30%
and feedback length by 40%; the design process narrative by 32% and 44%; and the negative
experience condition by 21% and 18%, respectively. Regarding attitudes towards negative
feedback and its recipients, participants in the negative experience condition reported a more
negative attitude toward negative feedback and were more likely to accept responsibility to
intervene when negative feedback is observed relative to participants in the other conditions.
Participants in the design narrative condition became more supportive to the recipients of
negative feedback.
Both the ingroup framing and design process narrative conditions achieved similar ef-
fects, i.e., increasing feedback quality and effort invested in feedback composition. Platform
designers should prefer to use ingroup framing when this intervention is applicable, as it
imposes minimal, if any, additional task load on either the recipient or provider of feedback.
In our study, we tested two common ways of ingroup framing: group interdependency and
group labeling. For interdependency, platform designers could promise various rewards for
collaboration. While monetary rewards may not always be suitable, platform designers could
use reward points or badges as alternatives [190, 191]. Future work could also test platforms
where successful collaboration helps users to earn privileges related to feedback exchange,
such as longer exposure in the content feed so they could collect more feedback, or ability
to invite experienced members to provide expert reviews.
For the implementation of team labeling, platform designers could ask users to generate
their own names or select among provided options after forming teams on-demand [192].
Alternatively, platform designers could consider using labels based on an existing relation-
ship, such as shared interests in a design genre/style, similar years of experience, or adjacent
time of joining the platform. Future work could also test encouraging feedback providers to
proactively form groups with designers. In our study, we tested short-term ingroup framing
for one design-feedback cycle. Future work could examine long-term framing spanning mul-
tiple projects and how the effects of the framing might change over time. Future work could
also explore what proportions of the observed effects could be attributed to interdependency
and team labeling respectively.
Ingroup framing may be inapplicable in some scenarios. For example, when it is critical
for feedback providers to provide an objective analysis of the work, an ingroup framing may
bias their evaluation of the work. In these scenarios, the design process intervention may
serve as an alternative. Platform designers could provide guidelines and templates to help
content creators to write an effective design process narrative. Since some content creators
may be unwilling to invest the effort, platform designers could offer this as a suggestion
and highlight the benefits of receiving higher quality feedback. Prior work has explored
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scaffolding processes that help users to craft effective help-seeking emails [193]. Future work
could explore similar scaffolding that makes it easier for content creators to write an effective
narrative. Researchers have also explored recording design processes via design editor add-
ons and re-creating the process using action logs [194, 195]. Afterward, a content creator
could annotate key frames to quickly compose a design process narrative.
Negative experience narrative is most effective at encouraging feedback providers to take
a more disapproving stance against negative feedback on the platform. This is particularly
important as our results showed participants were more tolerant of negative feedback af-
ter performing the task in the control framing/control article condition. The experience
of providing feedback might have made them more inclined to justify negative feedback.
Negative experience helps to reverse this trend. Platform designers could selectively present
this feature if negative feedback reaches an undesirable level. Since asking the designer to
write about past negative feedback incurs additional work, platform designers could consider
alternative methods to mitigate the costs. One way is to use negative feedback the content
creator received previously to showcase the negative experience. Meanwhile, content cre-
ators could choose to paraphrase the exchange and add their emotional responses to make
the intervention more effective. Previous work shows negative valence posts may make users
feel this type of content is acceptable and further incite more posts of similar valence [5].
Content creator’s comments may negate this influence by conveying how such feedback is
undesirable. Platform designers could also consider creating a pool of negative experience
narratives and present them during an onboarding process of the community. We also ob-
served that the negative experience narrative condition stimulated participants to accept
responsibility to intervene when negative feedback occurred. Future work should explore if
this reported attitude translates into intervening action beneficial for the feedback exchange
community.
We observed mixed results regarding the interaction of the interventions. The ingroup
framing/negative experience condition led to the highest level of perspective-taking, a core
aspect of empathy. Platform designers could use these two conditions together if empathy
towards the designer is most important. Such a scenario may occur if the affective states of
a content creator had recently been affected by unfavorable interactions, such as receiving
negative feedback. On the other hand, using ingroup framing together with other narrative
empathy conditions did not further enhance the effects of the narratives in terms of feed-
back quality and invested effort level. Platform designers could use a single intervention to
maximize these measures while minimizing the overhead in implementation. One possible
explanation of this pattern is diminishing marginal utility. With the same payment, a sec-
ond intervention might not be enough to elicit meaningfully more effort in the task. Future
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work could test these interventions with participants under different incentive schemes and
examine whether the combinations of the interventions could indeed lead to even higher
feedback quality and effort levels.
We measured participants’ empathy quotient in this study to control individual differences
in their capacity to feel empathy towards the content creator. The results show empathy
quotient had no main effects over the study measures. However, future work should keep
measuring individual differences when evaluating other interventions. There may also be
individual differences in terms of their susceptibility to various empathy arousal interven-
tions. While we examined the proposed interventions in a between subject study, future
work could conduct within subject studies to examine participants’ individual differences in
intervention susceptibility.
6.4 LIMITATIONS
We used a single poster design in our experiment. Future work should evaluate the gener-
alizability of our results to other genres of creative work. We may observe different patterns
for artistic expressions with more abstract goals, where the standard for high-quality feed-
back is more subjective and less clear. Also, for designs that require a substantially longer
time to review, such as a feature movie or a book, our interventions may have different effect
sizes. Most participants in our experiment had a moderate amount of experience in design.
Domain experts with extensive experience may also react differently to the interventions.
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CHAPTER 7: GENERAL DISCUSSION
In this section, I would like to compare all proposed methods in this thesis and evaluate
their effectiveness over the collected measures.
Throughout this thesis, I have examined three categories of interventions, self-directed
coping activities (Chapter 4), valence-based ordering of feedback (Chapter 5), and empathy
arousal (Chapter 6). All three experiments collected both behavioral and attitudinal mea-
surements from participants. For behavioral measures, regardless whether targeting at the
feedback provider or the receiver end, I measured both the level of effort invested (estimated
by feedback length or edit distance in revision) and the quality of the work (feedback or
essay quality rated by domain experts). Among the interventions, empathy arousal is the
most effective one at encouraging participants to invest more effort and thus lead to higher
quality work. Both ingroup framing and narrative empathy interventions (e.g. design pro-
cess) resulted in significant improvements. The other two categories of interventions did not
have any main effects, although valence-based ordering significantly increased participants’
affective states, which were correlated with revision extents.
For attitudinal measures, I measured participants’ perception of the feedback and its
providers on the content creator end, and their attitudes towards negative feedback and
willingness to help the content creator on the feedback provider end. All three categories
of interventions were effective at casting positive influences over these attitudinal measures.
Among the interventions, negative experience narrative and valence-based reordering were
most effective. The former led to a significantly more disapproving stance against negative
feedback and more likely to intervene in the face of negative feedback; the latter significantly
improved participants’ self-reported ratings of enthusiasm, excitement, and happiness. One
self-directed coping activity — distraction — had similar effects over affective states to a
lesser degree. Other interventions had no effects.
Overall, there is no silver bullet addressing the problem of negative feedback, i.e., no
single intervention outperforms all the others over all measures. Because of these, platform
designers should consider adopting at least two interventions at the same time, one on the
feedback provider end and one on the receiver end. Platform designers should also determine
their own priority of different values and select the most appropriate intervention on both
ends based on their preference. Multiple interventions could be combined and adopted at
the same time if the platform would like to improve multiple measures. But at the same
time, I would like to caution against using too many interventions as this risks incurring
too much additional work to users and thus impairs the overall efficiency of the feedback
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exchange process.
Besides the efficacy of the interventions, another important factor to consider here is how
much additional work the participants had to perform for the intervention. From this per-
spective, both the ingroup framing and valence-based ordering require minimal amount of
work, as they could be incorporated into the existing feedback exchange process organically
without the need for adding additional steps. Surprisingly, these undemanding manipu-
lations notably outperformed interventions that require more effort, such as self-directed
coping activities, for many measures discussed above. At a deeper level, it appears urging
users to view the feedback exchange process from a new perspective, while giving users more
freedom in feedback composition, may be more effective than cajoling them into following
specific guidelines. Platform designers should have long term visions regarding what kind of
culture they should cultivate within the community and what the ideal relationships between
feedback providers and content creators should be.
In my experiments, I collected a set of measures that helped to evaluate the efficacy of
the interventions. Now looking back, some other measures may also be useful for comparing
the interventions and evaluate the feasibility of them on real-world platforms. One is how
effective these interventions are in the long term if the users perform them routinely. One
possibility may be users have internalized the interventions and the relevant measures would
move in favorable directions without using interventions. But at the same time, another
possibility is users getting used to seeing the interventions and start gaming the system,
which made the interventions less effective over time. Future work could help to answer this
question. Another useful measure to collect is the cognitive load required by the interven-
tions. Here I have timestamped how long it took to finish specific interventions, but there
is no quantitative measure regarding how mentally taxing the intervention is. This measure
can help platform designers to choose interventions as users generally prefer activities with
lighter cognitive loads. Future experiments could also ask users about how much they like
to see the intervention being implemented on platforms, after informing users about the
resulted benefits. User preferences can inform platform designers’ decision when selecting
coping interventions.
In my thesis, we evaluated all interventions in experimental settings. It is still unknown
how exactly users will react to these mechanisms on real-world platforms. Future work may
consider examining these interventions in field studies by implementing these interventions
as add-ons to existing platforms. I foresee a few factors may affect the effectiveness of
the interventions and the influence can happen in both favorable and unfavorable directions.
These factors include different stages of a design project (early stage users may be more open
to feedback), different categories of creative projects (more costly ones may be more likely
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collect more feedback and iterate more), and budget or time constraints (fewer iterations
because of these limits). Future empirical work could help to shed more light upon these
issues.
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CHAPTER 8: FUTURE WORK
For both valence-based order and the coping activities, we tested the interventions on three
pieces of feedback because this was sufficient to answer the research questions being asked.
Future work should test the generalizability of our results to larger feedback sets. When
evaluating the valence-based order mechanism, we show presenting positive feedback first
mitigates the influences of negative feedback. For other experiments, we used neutral valence
feedback to avoid confounding effects. Researchers could also examine the effectiveness of
the interventions when each piece of feedback has a mix of positive and negative phrasings.
Participants in our experiments were novices in design. Future work is needed to test how
our results would generalize to users with different levels of design and domain expertise,
as more experienced users may already have developed their own mechanisms to cope with
negative feedback. Another issue that needs further testing is how our findings transfer to
other types of creative work that requires significantly more effort, such as video production,
or ones that require more logical reasoning, such as programming. We hope our study can
serve as a starting point for future work that continues to test other activities that may
improve people’s resilience to negative feedback, such as relaxation [196], music therapy
[197], and social support [198], and activities that induce empathy via perspective-taking,
such as role-play games [199], educational videos [200], and drama [201].
Another direction to explore is long term interventions. In our work, we showed how em-
pathy arousal methods, including narrative empathy and ingroup framing, promote positive
feedback and increase the feedback quality. Future work could explore how these interven-
tions shape the behaviors within the community in the long term. Researchers could explore
other community building practices, such as providing a discourse space [202], forming user
organizations [203], matching users with similar interests [203], and examine how improv-
ing the relationship between content creators and feedback providers influences feedback
exchange behaviors. Future work could also examine whether frequently performing the
proposed interventions could enable content creators to naturally incorporate them as a in-
tegral step of their design process. In this case, content creators may become more resilient
to negative feedback over time while lowering their dependency on the interventions. On
the other end, future work could also explore ways to educate feedback providers to provide
more positive and constructive feedback using long term interventions. Platform designers
may consider offer rubrics and guidelines in a procedural way. New community members
may start by following guidelines that are easy for them to follow. Later, they may receive
additional training as they gain experience on the platform. An alternative way is to offer a
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scaffolding at the beginning, and reduce support while giving more freedom to users as they
gain experience.
This dissertation explores interventions to reduce the effects of negative feedback that a
content creator might receive on their creative projects. However, it is equally important to
help users build resilience to negative feedback, especially since the interventions explored
in this dissertation might not be available in all instances where a creator receives feedback.
These two perspectives are not necessarily in tension, for example, the interventions explored
in this thesis could be used to help a novice increase their resilience to negative feedback.
One common practice in design education is to develop students’ resilience towards harsh
criticism throughout their degree program [204]. Researchers could explore interventions
that gradually build up users’ resilience towards negative feedback over time. As such
processes often require content creators to routinely experience negative feedback, it is crucial
to evaluate the cost of resilience-building interventions in terms of their short and long-
term effects on the creators’ affective states and the percentage of creators that become
disheartened in the process. How to selectively apply the interventions to build resilience is
an open question for future work.
In Chapter 6, I have explored how monetary incentives may create interdependency be-
tween content creators and feedback providers and develop an in-group framing. Future work
could experiment with introducing such incentive structures to real-world platforms and ex-
amine the change in the frequency and quality of the exchanged feedback. Researchers
could also explore the feasibility of creating ingroup framing using gamified community
points. Such mechanisms may be more viable on platforms that have already embraced
gamification. Future work could also explore using a mixture of incentives include both fiat
currency and community points. Feedback providers may receive different types of rewards
based on their contribution type. For example, platforms could reward them fiat currency
for providing feedback and community points for effective teamwork. Administrators of paid
feedback exchanged platforms could explore these options without worrying about significant
disturbance to the current microeconomics of the platform.
Researchers could continue to conduct additional experiments situated within the design
space described in Table 1.1. Future work could focus on the table cells where have been
less explored by researchers. For example, currently feedback receivers have been relying on
white and blacklists to control who could provide feedback. Another direction is to explore
softer boundaries, such as blocking users after detected aggressive actions did not stop after
a period of time. Community administrators have relied on ad hoc censoring to remove
negative feedback and block that user from further participation. Future work could explore
more responsive mechanisms, such as banning users only when malicious actions continue.
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On existing platforms, feedback receivers usually have little control over who is eligible
for seeking feedback from the community. Future work may explore forming community
committees that enforce a quality standard for feedback seeking posts and users who fall
short will no longer be allowed to seek additional feedback.
Future work may also explore interventions that combine multiple steps and roles in Table
1.1. For example, researchers could explore smart routing algorithms that determine both
who provides and who receives feedback. The algorithm could match users based on their
preference for design styles and the needs for feedback at different design stages. Future
work could also give feedback providers more control over how the feedback will be presented
and consumed in addition to their control over feedback composition. Feedback providers
may reserve more critical feedback for experienced users and conceal the feedback from
novice users. Future work could also explore mechanisms that let feedback provider and
receivers to take a more active role in the mechanism design, giving them more control over
critical settings regarding feedback exchange, such as design and feedback ordering, content
censoring, white/blacklists, etc.
In my work, I examined the proposed interventions within the space of design critique.
Future work could explore the effectiveness of these interventions in other domains, such




This thesis developed and tested techniques for each stage of the feedback exchange pro-
cess – including the generation, presentation, and consumption of feedback – to mitigate
the occurrence of negative feedback and its effects. Specifically, the contributions are: 1)
feedback providers write better feedback if they read an empathy-arousing narratives prior
to the task; 2) recipients are less affected by negative feedback if it is read after feedback
that has more positive sentiment in that same collection; and 3) recipients can further mit-
igate the effects of negative feedback by performing self-directed coping activities such as
self-affirmation, distraction, and expressive writing. After examining and quantifying the
effects of negative feedback and exploring various methods to address the problem, we hope
the new approaches proposed in my thesis can encourage future researchers in the HCI com-
munity to continue exploring other novel mechanisms. I hope the contributions of this thesis
progress toward a future where content creators can receive useful and supportive feedback
online and, in cases which fall short of this ideal, can perform or experience techniques to
minimize the effects of the negative feedback.
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